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Executive Summary 

This master thesis aims to improve the way performance information is presented to professionals in 
companies. The expected contribution is to assist the decision-making process with a meaningful 
display of the information provided by the data gathered by Information Systems. For this purpose, 
we developed a prototype of a visualization tool designed to display relevant information of the 
performance of business processes. The focus is on one particular area, mental healthcare, and the 
users within this industry. Healthcare practitioners in general have a limited experience as end users 
of reporting and visualization tools which was an additional challenge for this project. This study was 
conducted in cooperation with MagnaView B.V., a company in the field of Business Intelligence and 
visualization software. 
 

Problem context 
Decision makers nowadays are being provided with an increasing amount of information. The 
capability of obtaining a deep understanding of the data that is being analyzed is highly influenced 
by the means that are used to present these data. Visualization enables the users to find features 
that they were not aware of, and this insight helps them to define new questions and hypotheses 
about the data. Information visualization is the field of research that studies how to present 
information in a transparent, clear and intuitive way combining the use of charts, graphs, images and 
text in order to provide a meaningful visual display of the data. 

In the healthcare domain, the need for meaningful information about how care is being provided to 
patients is very important. The government, insurance companies and third parties are continuously 
monitoring healthcare institutions about how they treat their patients. In Netherlands, the last ten 
years have seen the introduction of a system based on ‘diagnosis treatment combinations’ (Diagnose 
Behandel Combinatie-DBC). The main goal of this DBC-system is to diminish the expenses and 
encourage competition among healthcare providers. Hence, healthcare professionals should have 
the possibility to analyze the way they treat patients in order to help them improve and meet the 
targets established by healthcare institutions, insurance companies and the government.  

However, performance information visualization in the healthcare industry faces an additional 
challenge. The lack of background knowledge of healthcare practitioners with information systems 
and software tools adds more complexity to this problem. Their knowledge about software, and 
specifically, about reporting and visualization tools is very limited. This fact makes it even more 
difficult for practitioners to easily gain insights about the way they work and what they can do to 
improve it, using information visualization tools. The main objective of this project is therefore, to 
develop an appropriate way of visualizing performance measurement information focusing on 
professionals in the healthcare domain and their particular needs for information visualization. The 
findings and results of this project regarding the development of a visualization prototype are 
expected to be applicable to other Business Intelligence (BI) tools which can be designed or 
customized for practitioners in healthcare.   

Therefore, the main research question for this project is the following: 

How should process performance information be presented to healthcare professionals in order to 
gain insight in their performance? 
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Research Methodology 

In order to address this research question, we selected an iterative approach based on prototyping 
and the available guidelines from the Information Systems and Business Intelligence (BI) domains. 
This approach requires the development of a prototype which is the tangible outcome of this master 
thesis.  

Additionally, a case study from the mental healthcare industry was used. GGNet is a Dutch mental 
healthcare institute that agreed to participate in this research providing a dataset containing the 
activities performed by their practitioners during the year 2011.  

After the problem definition and literature study, two main activities (data analysis and 
requirements analysis) were performed. For this purpose, we analyzed the data obtained from 
GGNet and defined the specific requirements of the tool in terms of the required data and 
visualization media (e.g. graphs, charts, tables). During the next activity, the requirements identified 
earlier are applied to the prototype of MagnaView PAS (Process Analysis Suite) tool, with the aim of 
improving its visualization capabilities. Finally, the evaluation step was performed, where the 
suitability of the first version of the proposed solution was assessed by GGNet and MagnaView. After 
the mid-term presentation was performed, the last three activities of this methodology were 
executed again, taking into account the feedback and comments of the intermediate presentation to 
improve the prototype. The last activity was the presentation of the final prototype to GGNet as well 
as the evaluation of its capabilities by means of a user test and an questionnaire. 

Execution of methodology and results  
The data obtained from GGNet was first processed using the Extract, Transform and Load steps (ETL) 
common within the BI industry. Afterwards, the data analysis was performed in order to obtain a 
clear view on the data and its quality.  

During the application development or design phase, the KPIs used for the analysis were selected 
based on the available literature and the indicators currently used by GGNet. Afterwards, the design 
of the views was conducted focusing on three main aspects, namely, the attributes to be used from 
the dataset, the records (i.e. activities performed) and the visual representations (i.e. visualization 
media). For the possible visual representations, the selection was based on a categorization found in 
literature about the message that needs to be communicated with the graphs. Depending on which 
type of comparison we wanted to show with the prototype (e.g. nominal comparisons, ranking 
comparisons, time series), several possibilities in terms of graphs and charts were implemented in 
order to test which of them are preferred by practitioners for the display of performance 
information. Finally, the user interface was developed based on a new prototype of the Web-Live 
tool of MagnaView.  

At the end of the first iteration of the methodology, a mid-term evaluation took place at GGNet. The 
comments and feedback from this meeting in terms of the views/graphs used, the user interface and 
the suitability of the KPIs, were used as input for the second iteration of the project. This 
information was used to improve the tool making modifications to the KPIs to be included in the 
final version, the graphs preferred by practitioners and the inclusion of the attribute ‘employee’ to 
display the comparison between the performance of a specific practitioner with her/his group of 
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colleagues. Finally, after these modifications were implemented, the validation of the results was 
performed with GGNet and professionals from different fields within healthcare. 

Conclusions  

In order to answer the main research question, to provide healthcare professionals with a 
meaningful display of their performance, five main aspects were found to be highly relevant.  

- The graphs selected for the different views must offer an adequate visualization of the 
information, analyzing which type of views are used and then choosing appropriate visual 
representation for each of them. The visual representation to choose will depend on the 
amount of variables being displayed, what is the information that needs to be presented and 
how can these visual representations be combined in order to provide a quick and 
meaningful message to the end user. 

- A suitable set of KPIs is required to enable the end users to acquire relevant insights about 
their work.  The KPIs should be analyzed from the end user point of view and select a small 
group of indicators that can offer meaningful insights to practitioners about how they treat 
patients. 

- The attributes used to display and to filter the information should also be carefully selected. 
Since the activities performed in the treatment of patients depend primarily on the diagnosis 
of the patient and the profession of the practitioner responsible for the activity, these are 
important attributes to use for the display of performance information. The profession of 
the practitioner (i.e. psychologist, nurse, nutritionist) is a key attribute to use as a filter 
whereas the diagnosis of the patient is a rich source of information for the practitioner to 
analyze her/his performance among the different patients. 

- The tool should allow the practitioner to  visualize her/his performance and how is this 
compared with their group of colleagues and the targets of the company. 

- Finally, the user interface should allow the user to easily navigate through the different 
views available, keeping the information displayed in the same screen without requiring to 
switch to a different window/tab or to scroll up or down.  

Future work 

Based on the conclusions and comments from the different actors involved in this project, several 
ideas of possible directions of future research in this field are presented below. 

- Different type of views, displaying different comparisons like ‘part to whole’, or more 
statistical analysis such as correlation, could yield interesting results in this area. 

- An appropriate use of colors can help the end user to easily associate the color with specific 
values of an attribute and make it easier and quicker to analyze the information presented 
with the tool.  

- By linking performance information to the clinical history of patients, the practitioner can 
use this information to take actions during their treatment. 

- Analysis of new ideas for indicators that offer valuable insights for professionals in 
healthcare. 
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PART I. PRELIMINARIES 

1. INTRODUCTION  
 
Organizations nowadays are faced with intense global competition, more demanding customers 
requiring higher degree of flexibility, shorter response time and improved quality. In response to 
these requirements, companies are focusing on customers, competition, time and business 
processes. Business processes are key instruments to organize the activities carried out by 
companies in order to produce goods or services. These processes have a defined business outcome 
for specific customers, either external or internal. Furthermore, they occur across or between 
organizational units (Davenport & Short, 1990). In order to monitor and control business processes, 
companies can use the data generated by the software applications that support the execution of 
their processes. The information regarding the results of this execution is relevant for the 
stakeholders who expect to obtain insights that directly support assessment, planning, and decision 
making about how to improve the business processes of the company.   
 
Improving the quality of the way this performance information is presented to end users is the main 
motivation of this project. The expected contribution of this thesis is to assist the decision-making 
process with a meaningful display of the data that is being analyzed. For this purpose, we will 
develop a prototype of a visualization tool designed to offer relevant information about the 
performance of business processes.  
 
In this master thesis, the focus is on one particular area, mental healthcare, and the users within this 
industry. Healthcare practitioners in general have a limited experience as end users of reporting and 
visualization tools which is an additional challenge for this analysis. Moreover, we use insights and 
experience from the field of information visualization. We will introduce mental healthcare and 
information visualization in the following subsection. 

1.1 Problem context 
In this section, the background of the project is described in terms of information visualization, a 
brief description of the company in which the project is performed, MagnaView, and facts about the 
healthcare industry in Netherlands. 
 
Information Visualization 
Decision makers are exposed to a continuously increasing amount of information. Data scanners, 
simulation logs and supercomputers produce very large amounts of data (van Wijk, 2006). The 
capability of obtaining a deep understanding of the data that is being analyzed is highly influenced 
by the means that are used to present these data (Few, 2006). Visualization enables the users to find 
features that they were not aware of, and this insight helps them defining new questions and 
hypotheses about the data. As defined in (Chang, Ziemkiewicz, Green, & Ribarsky, 2009), insight is “a 
moment of enlightenment in a spontaneous process or as the interrelation of four visualization 
processes, namely, provide overview, adjust, detect patterns and match mental model”. From this 
point of view, gaining insight can cause a shift in the major paradigm of a particular user, creating 
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new structures and relationships in the understanding of a problem, assisting the user in the 
decision-making process. 

Information visualization is a field of research with less than twenty years of history (Chen, 2006). 
However, the need to represent information in a transparent, clear and intuitive way has been 
always present. The combined use of charts, graphs and images to display information has a rich 
history before computers came into use. A classic example is the map drawn by Charles Joseph 
Minard (1781-1870) (Tufte, 1997), which vividly reveals the fate of Napoleon’s army in the Russian 
campaign in 1812. In this map the size of the army at the beginning of the campaign near the river 
Neman (left side of the graph) is severely diminished after the unsuccessful attempt to conquer 
Moscow. The difference in the size of the army (from 422,000 to 10,000 at the end of the campaign) 
is evident comparing the width of the light brown and black lines at the left of the graph (see Figure 
1). This graph accurately displays six variables, namely, the size of the army (thickness of the band), 
its location in a two-dimensional surface (2 times), direction of the army’s movement (2 times), and 
temperature on various dates. 

 
Figure 1.  The path of Napoleon’s army in 1812.  

Information visualization research faces two main issues. First of all, there is a lack of generic criteria 
to assess the value of information visualization, because there is no consensus among designers and 
researchers of what makes a good visual representation. The second issue concerns the notion of 
insight (Pretorius & van Wijk, 2009). As explained before, this is the ultimate user requirement for 
information visualization systems. The problem here is that the amount of insight acquired with a 
determined visualization technique or tool cannot be measured, because if the key pieces of 
information that must be displayed are not known by the developer of the visualization, then its 
successfulness cannot be assessed (van Wijk, 2006). Moreover, even if the information to be 
displayed is known, the quality of the visualization also depends on other aspects like the perceptual 
skills of the user, making insight a difficult concept to measure. 
 
MagnaView B.V. 
The project is performed at MagnaView1, which is a software company in the field of Business 
Intelligence, Visual Analytics and Management Reporting. It was founded in 2003 in Eindhoven, 
Netherlands with the support of the Innovation Lab of the Eindhoven University of Technology. 

                                                           
1 For more information about MagnaView B.V., see http://www.magnaview.com 

http://www.magnaview.nl/
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MagnaView offers products with data analysis, data visualization and navigation functionalities for 
txt/excel/XML files and databases. Besides their general software, the company offers other 
products for use with specific information systems, making MagnaView adaptable for several sectors 
such as healthcare, education, retail industry, finance, IT and legal sector. Some of the products 
offered by the company are listed below: 

- MagnaView Designer Pro: is used for data analysis and data visualization. Additionally, users 
can access MagnaView’s Expression Editor with over 100 functions. 

- Cum Laude: is applied at secondary schools in Netherlands that use the SOM or Magister 
School information system. MagnaView Cum Laude allows interactive exploration and 
analysis of hundreds of thousands of records with grades, absences, teacher and student 
information. 

- Pathos is MagnaView’s solution for the pathology area. Every pathology lab in Netherlands is 
able to use Pathos, because they all use the same information system. 

- MicroLab is a solution that can be used in combination with Philips Medical Systems' Micros 
solution for microbiological laboratories. MicroLab gives insight in changes in resistance of 
specific 'bugs' for specific 'drugs'. 

- Patronus: Helps law firms improve revenue and profit amongst others through improved 
insight in revenue patterns and cross-selling opportunities. 

As far as the general software is concerned, the main competitors of MagnaView are Tableau 
Software2 and Qlikview3, both North-American companies. 

For this project, the MagnaView PAS (Process Analysis Suite) is used. This tool is still in a 
development phase. PAS is a process-oriented tool which distinguishes itself from the other 
MagnaView solutions, because the main goal of the tool is to enable users to analyze business 
processes without the use of a Business Analyst through a semi-automated process, where less input 
from the end user is required, compared with conventional data-driven approaches. Previous 
analyses about this tool have shown that the structure of the information in the user interface and 
the navigation through the different views still need to be improved. Additionally, the amount of 
views offered is high and users struggle to find the information they need.  

Mental Healthcare in Netherlands  
In Netherlands, the last 30 years have witnessed several changes in mental healthcare services. In 
1974, the Dutch government applied the concept of tiers to mental healthcare. With this concept, 
access to mental health institutions, on the ‘third level’, could only be reached after first going 
through the first and second levels of general and ambulatory mental healthcare. During the 1980s, 
the integration of ambulatory services took place. Subsequently, additional changes were applied, 
such as, the implementation of community mental healthcare centers (RIAGGs), dehospitalization of 
patients and the merger process of RIAGGs, and the integration of sheltered housing 
accommodation entities and hospitals into regional mental healthcare organizations (Ravelli, 2006). 

 

                                                           
2 For more information about Tableau, see http://www.tableausoftware.com 
3 For more information about Qlikview, see http://www.qlikview.com 

http://www.tableausoftware.com/
http://www.qlikview.com/
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Since 1989, 95% of all mental health expenses are financed by a tax law where each inhabitant has 
to pay 10.25% of his total income, up to a maximum of €18.930 per year. From this insurance budget 
only a proportion goes to mental healthcare; other portions go to prevention and long-term care for 
somatic and mental retardation patients. Mental healthcare users have to pay a part of the amount 
themselves, which accounts for 5% of the total costs of mental treatments (Schene & Faber, 2001). 
From 2001, a rule by which the patient’s insurance should support the patient during the first full 
year of treatment was also applied to psychiatric patients.  

The last ten years have seen the introduction in somatic care of a case-mix system based on 
‘diagnosis treatment combinations’ (Diagnose Behandel Combinatie-DBC), and from 2008, also in 
the field of mental health (van der Gaag, 2011).The idea is that for every condition, practice 
parameters based on multidisciplinary guidelines should provide evidence of best practice, including 
the amount of time and extra costs involved in getting the patient better. Clearly, the aim of the 
government and the insurance companies was to diminish the expenses by applying this as a more 
efficient approach. 

Finally, two additional factors to consider in the current situation of healthcare in the Netherlands 
are the ageing of the population and the individualization of society (van der Gaag, 2011). First, with 
many more people living longer and sliding into dementia and some other mental disorders, the 
number of people requesting the services of psycho-geriatric institutions is increasing. Secondly, a 
strong individualistic society like Netherlands puts more pressure on the adaptability of their people, 
putting a lot of stress on vulnerable individuals that might have problems adapting to the changing 
society. 

 

1.2 Problem definition 
From the information provided above, several issues can be detected and used as the boundaries 
and justification for this master thesis. 

Performance measurement, defined as the process of quantifying the efficiency and effectiveness of 
an action (Neely, Gregory, & Platts, 2005), is of vital importance for companies as it allows managers 
and stakeholders to get acquainted with the way the business process are being executed. 
Efficiency, defined as the comparison of the actual output of a process with the input, measures how 
well the resources involved in the process (e.g. money, time, labor) are used. Common measures 
used for efficiency are cost reduction, increased throughput and shorter cycle times. Effectiveness is 
the comparison of the actual output of a process with the expected output. Measures of 
effectiveness might be increased market share, increased customer satisfaction and reduced number 
of complaints.  

There are four dimensions that are commonly measured to show how a process is being performed, 
namely, quality (i.e. conformance to specifications), costs , time and flexibility (i.e. ability to react to 
changes) which are closely related to the concepts of efficiency and effectiveness (Neely, Gregory, & 
Platts, 2005). It is important to mention that usually improving upon one dimension may have a 
weakening effect on another. This effect is explained in the devil’s quadrangle model (Reijers & 
Mansar, 2005). 
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Secondly, performance measures, also known as key performance indicators (KPIs), are metrics used 
to quantify the successfulness of a process and its deviation from a predefined target. Once these 
individual metrics are defined for each business process, Business Intelligence tools can be used to 
extract the underlying data from the operational Information Systems, transform the data so that it 
is meaningful for decision support, and present it to the managers by means of dashboards and 
reporting tools. These tools support the analysis, prediction, monitoring, control and optimization of 
business processes, based on the comparison of their performance with the predefined KPIs (Grigori, 
Casati, & Castellanos, 2004). Information visualization, which was introduced in the previous section, 
is directly linked to the presentation of the selected information to the end users by means of a BI 
tool. 

Performance information visualization in the healthcare industry faces an additional challenge. The 
lack of background knowledge of healthcare practitioners with information systems and software 
tools adds more complexity to this problem. Practitioners spend most of their time in contact with 
patients and not interacting with information technology, as is the case for professionals in other 
branches of industry. Therefore, their software knowledge, and specifically, in reporting and 
visualization tools is very limited. This fact, makes it even more difficult for practitioners to easily 
gain insights about the way they work and what can they do to improve it, using information 
visualization tools. Additionally, most of the times these tools (e.g. dashboards, reporting tools) are 
designed for managers to gain a quick overview of their business processes performance. However, 
the functionality and characteristics of these tools differ from the ones that practitioners need to 
gain insight about their performance.  

The MagnaView PAS tool offers an approach to cope with this problem, being a process-oriented 
analysis tool which has been used in the healthcare industry. However, the focus of this tool is not 
yet specific for practitioners. Previous analysis regarding the visualization capabilities of the PAS tool 
have been performed in order to incorporate the knowledge and skills of Business Analysts and to 
facilitate the interaction of the end user with the tool (van der Wijst, 2011). Moreover, it has also 
been assessed which characteristics should be improved in the PAS tool in terms of navigation and 
structure of the way the performance information is presented by interviewing end users in a mental 
healthcare organization (Schilders, 2012).    

The problem of how to present performance information to healthcare professionals caught the 
interest of the author during a case study in a mental healthcare organization for one of the subjects 
of the master program. This is the main reason why this topic was chosen for the development of 
this master thesis. The main objective of this project is therefore, to develop an appropriate way of 
visualizing performance measurement information focusing on professionals in the healthcare 
domain and their particular needs for information visualization. The findings and results of this 
project regarding the improvements to the PAS tool are expected to be applicable to other BI tools 
which can be designed or customized for practitioners in healthcare.   
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1.3 Research Questions 
This section identifies the main research question and its associated sub-questions, based on the 
problem context and problem definition. These sub-questions need to be investigated during the 
project in order to answer the main research question.  

How should process performance information be presented to healthcare professionals in order to 
gain insight in their performance? 

Sub-questions: 

1. What visualization media (e.g. line graphs, bar charts, treemaps) are preferred by practitioners 
to gain process performance insight in healthcare? 

2. How should performance information be organized/structured in the user interface of a 
visualization tool to facilitate the process of acquiring relevant information?  

3. Do healthcare practitioners indeed gain valuable insights from this visualization media and the 
way that the information is organized/structured in the different views? 

The methodology that will be followed to answer these research questions is presented in the next 
chapter. 
 

1.4 Methodology 
The methodology used to address the research questions defined previously is presented in this 
section. It describes the detailed steps followed to answer each of the research questions using a 
structured approach from the BI industry.  

Generalities 

In order to select an appropriate strategy to determine the requirements of a performance 
visualization tool, we used the framework developed in (Davis, 1982). According to Davis, there are 
four strategies which can be applied for information systems requirements determination. The first 
strategy, asking, defines the requirements by asking the people from the utilizing system. This 
strategy assumes that users can overcome or compensate for biases due to concreteness and small 
sample size issues (Davis, 1982). This strategy is recommended when the uncertainty in the process 
is low. Uncertainty in the process is assessed when there are particular variables that can affect the 
correct determination of the requirements such as, no prior experience of the analyst with the 
system or a low experience of the end-user with the Information System that will be implemented. 

In the second strategy, deriving from an existing information system, already implemented 
information systems that have an operational history can be used to derive requirements for the 
proposed application. This strategy is recommended when the uncertainty level is medium-low. The 
third strategy, synthesis from characteristics of the utilizing system, is a strategy where 
requirements are derived from the characteristics of the organizational activities (i.e. Business 
Processes). This strategy is recommended for a rather high level of uncertainty in the process. The 
last strategy is ‘discovering from experimentation with an evolving information system’. This 
strategy is also known as prototyping or heuristic development. It’s the recommended strategy when 
the uncertainty in the requirements definition process is high.  
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To appropriately choose among these four strategies, the uncertainty in the requirements 
determination process for this master project is assessed and is presented in table 1. 

 

Elements in  development 
Process 

Characteristics that: 
Reduce uncertainty Increase uncertainty 

Utilizing system  In process of change. The 
requirements of the DBC 
system are being modified.  

Application  Management support 
systems 

Users One or few users Low user experience 
Analyst  Little prior training or 

experience with similar 
information systems 

Table 1. Uncertainty assessment for this project based on the framework of (Davis, 1982). 

This results show that the uncertainty for this project is high due to a combination of factors such as 
current changes in the DBC system, low end-user experience with BI tools and little prior experience 
of the author in this area. Consequently, the strategy ‘discovering from experimentation with an 
evolving information system’ will be used. This strategy requires the development of a prototype of 
a performance visualization tool. This prototype will be the tangible outcome of this master thesis. 

MagnaView as a Business Intelligence company is utilized to develop the prototype. Due to time 
constraints, it is not possible to start from scratch and to be able to design and test a prototype for 
the visualization of performance information in 6 months. This is why, a process analysis tool from 
MagnaView is used as a starting point for this project. The PAS (Process Analysis Suite) is a process-
driven analysis tool currently developed by MagnaView (See section 4.2).         

For the development of the prototype, a case study from the mental healthcare industry is used. 
GGNet is a Dutch mental healthcare institute that agreed to participate in this research providing a 
dataset containing the activities performed by their practitioners during the year 2011. More 
information about GGNet is provided below. 

GGNet 
GGNet is a Dutch mental healthcare organization which offers all kind of psychological help for 
teenagers, adults and elders, paying special attention to prevention of mental disorders and guiding 
and helping their patients in their involvement into society. GGNet was founded in 2002 from the 
merge of Spectrum Gelderland-Oost (previous psychiatric hospital 'Het Groot Graffel' in Warnsveld, 
RIAGG Oost-Gelderland, the RIBW of East Gelderland and four Hospitals located in Winterswijk, 
Doetinchem, Zutphen and Blomberg. GGNet is located in Gelderland with 60 different locations for 
patients’ treatment. With over 2.400 employees, GGNet has around 25.000 customers per year.  

The Information Management department of GGNet is in charge of the IT-infrastructure of the 
organization. GGNet uses a data warehouse for their OLAP (i.e. Online Analytical Processing) 
applications. On top of this layer, the COGNOS4 tool is used. COGNOS is the Business Intelligence 
software developed by IBM. GGNet makes use of this tool to analyze its business data, measure their 
KPIs and to compare the performance of their processes with their predefined goals. 

                                                           
4 For more information about COGNOS, see http://www-01.ibm.com/software/analytics/cognos/ 

http://www-01.ibm.com/software/analytics/cognos/
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Research Methodology 

In general, Business Intelligence companies follow a standard methodology to develop tools for 
information visualization. Following the BI methodology presented in (Moss & Atre, 2003), an 
adapted version for this project is presented in Figure 2. This methodology is similar to the strategy 
chosen from the framework developed in (Davis, 1982) because it is also based on a prototyping 
approach. The authors argue that indeed prototyping is a very useful strategy because it allows 
developers to realize the technological limits in their design and to engage the end users in an earlier 
stage of the development process, showing them ‘how would be’ the tool that is being designed. 
Improving the awareness and enthusiasm of end users by means of a prototype has been identified 
as one of the critical success factors in the implementation of decision support systems, defined as 
evolutionary development methodology ( (Poon & Wagner, 2001) and users’ involvement (Salmeron 
& Herrero, 2005). 

 

1.
 Justification and

problem 
definition

3.
Data Analysis

4.
Requirements

analysis

5.
Application

development

6.
Evaluation

2.
 Literature 

Review

 
Figure 2. Research methodology workflow. 

This methodology will be carried out in an iterative fashion, following the analysis described in the 
previous subsection (see Generalities). For this case, steps four to six of the process will be executed 
two times.  

During the data analysis (step 3), we performed an assessment of the data obtained from GGNet. In 
step 4, the specific requirements of the tool in terms of data and visualization media are identified. 
This analysis will allow us to determine which type of visualization media (e.g. graphs, charts, tables) 
can improve the visualization capabilities of the PAS tool.  

In the fifth step, the requirements identified earlier are applied to the prototype of the PAS tool. 
Finally, the evaluation step will be performed, where the suitability of the first version of the 
proposed solution will be assessed, allowing us to answer the first sub-question. After the mid-term 
presentation is performed, steps 4, 5 and 6 of this methodology are executed again, taking into 
account the feedback and comments of the intermediate presentation to improve the prototype. 
The ninth step consists of the presentation of the final version to GGNet as well as the evaluation of 
its capabilities by means of a user test and an questionnaire. 

We now explain the different steps in more detail. 

1 Justification and problem definition 
The justification to carry out this master project together with the problem definition, have been 
presented in the previous chapter of this report (see 1.2 Problem definition).  
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2 Literature Review 
A review of the available literature is conducted, regarding the research and current trends in 
information visualization, business intelligence and performance measurement, focusing on the 
main findings in the healthcare domain.   

3 Data Analysis  

In this stage, the quality of the dataset provided by GGNet is assessed. For this purpose, several 
activities need to be executed: 

- Analysis of data content: The data provided by GGNet will be analyzed in order to assess its 
content and usability for performance visualization.  

- Select the data for visualization purposes: From the data that will be used during this first 
iteration, only the data that meets the requirements will be included.  

- Data-cleansing specifications: If the analysis performed in the previous steps shows that the 
data is not completely ready to be analyzed with the BI-tool, cleansing operations will be 
performed to prevent the adverse effects of inaccurate data in later stages of the project. 

Once the quality of the data is evaluated, the proper data analysis will start. This analysis will enable 
the author to gain insight in the processes of GGNet and use this to improve the prototype of the 
PAS tool. It should be noted beforehand, that due to privacy matters, personal information from 
patients is not available and this issue might narrow the possibilities for performance analysis. 
 
4 Requirements analysis (1st iteration) 
For the requirements analysis of the performance visualization tool, two different dimensions have 
been identified, namely, data requirements and visualization media requirements. 

Data requirements   
The data of interest for the users need to be identified in order to determine which data will be 
visualized with the tool. A combined approach is used to analyze the KPIs currently used by GGNet as 
well as KPIs for mental healthcare found in literature. For this first iteration only a small set of KPIs 
will be selected, derived from the previously explained cross-check  between GGNet’s KPIs and 
literature. 

Visualization media requirements  
Requirements regarding data visualization are the display media and the user interface used to 
present the results to the user. For the first iteration, the requirements will be identified using 
literature reviewed by the author, the author’s own experience and the knowledge of MagnaView’s 
employees, in order to come up with a set of different visualization media that will be used to 
structure the views that will be presented to GGNet during the mid-term presentation. 
 
5 Application development (1st iteration) 
In this stage, the pre-selected visualization media and structure will be applied to the PAS tool. The 
aim is to improve its visualization capabilities, developing a set of modified views where the data 
provided by GGNet can be presented in such a way that enables the users to acquire valuable insight 
from their performance. Therefore, the KPIs selected for this first iteration will be presented using 
different graphical representations (i.e. visualization media), in order to test which of these are 
preferred by healthcare professionals to obtain insight from their performance. 
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6 Evaluation (1st iteration) 
After the presentation of the first version of the prototype to GGNet, the same meeting will be used 
to gather information from them about the following topics:  

- Impressions about visualizing the data with the tool.  
- Evaluation and selection of the visualization media preferred by the users. 
- Indication if relevant information for their business processes can be obtained with the 

proposed visualization.  
- Improvements for the visualization presented with the PAS tool.  

The information gathered from this session will be used as input for further development (second 
iteration).  

7 Requirements analysis (2nd iteration) 
Using the input from the previous evaluation session, the requirements identified in this second 
iteration should be defined in terms of: 

- The combination of visualization media (e.g. type of graphs, charts) preferred by the users at 
GGNet. 

- The set of indicators that can provide meaningful performance information. 
- The presentation format of the data (e.g. layout, level of aggregation). 

  

8 Application development (2nd iteration) 
The additional requirements defined in the previous step are implemented in the prototype, 
modifying both the views and the user interface if necessary.   
 
9 Evaluation (2nd iteration) 
During this concluding session, the final results of the development of the tool will be presented to 
GGNet. Afterwards, an evaluation will take place in order to gather information from the users 
regarding the features of the final version of the prototype. This evaluation consists of a user test 
where the participant will be able to work with the prototype to find specific values within the 
visualized information and a questionnaire composed of closed and open questions. Furthermore, 
additional practitioners from the healthcare industry are also included in this step. This information 
will be used to validate the results of the improvements, giving answer to the third and final 
research sub-question. 

In order to appropriately link the sub-questions to the steps in this methodology, table 2 summarizes 
which questions are answered in which steps. 
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Research sub-question Step in the methodology 

1. What visualization media (e.g. line graphs, bar charts, 
treemaps) are better to gain process performance insight in 
healthcare? 

5. Evaluation-1st iteration 

2. How should performance information be 
organized/structured in the user interface of a visualization 
tool to facilitate the process of acquiring relevant 
information? 

8. Evaluation-2nd iteration 

3. Do healthcare practitioners indeed gain valuable insights 
from this visualization media and the way that the 
information is organized/structured in the different views? 

8. Evaluation-2nd iteration 

Table 2. Relation between sub-questions and steps in the methodology. 

  

1.5 Report outline 
The structure of the remainder of this report is as follows; Chapter 2 presents the main findings of 
the literature review conducted as the first step in this project in the areas of Business Intelligence, 
Dashboards and Performance Measurement, with special attention of the role of performance 
measurement in healthcare and the different approaches used to structure the indicators.  

Section II containing chapters 3 to 5, explains the different activities involved in the first iteration of 
this methodology. Chapter 3 presents the results of the analysis of the data provided by GGNet and 
all the activities performed in order to extract the relevant information from the initial data-set, 
transform it so it is meaningful for performance analysis and the loading sequence into MagnaView 
PAS tool. In chapter 4 the design of the prototype for performance information visualization is 
explained in terms of the visualization media used, which KPIs were selected and why, and how the 
structure and navigation features of the user interface were designed. Chapter 5 presents the 
evaluation of the tool by GGNet, explaining the main findings and comments, followed by 
preliminary conclusions and the answer to the first sub-question. 

Section III, including chapters 6 to 8, provides a detailed description of the modifications of the PAS 
tool based on the feedback from GGNet during the mid-term presentation, as well as the final 
validation and conclusions. Chapter 6 summarizes the modifications in terms of the content and the 
modifications of the views and user interface of the tool. Chapter 7 explains the validation stage, 
explaining how it was developed and what are the results from the user test and questionnaire. 
Finally, chapter 8 presents the conclusions, limitations and recommendations for future work. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter summarizes the literature reviewed regarding the different areas involved in the 
development of the project. First, the field of Business Intelligence will be addressed, explaining the 
current state and its implications in this project. As a specific application in Business Intelligence, 
dashboards, its categorization and how it relates to the tool designed in this project will be explained 
in more detail.  Finally, this review will provide information about process performance analysis, the 
specific case for healthcare and the relation with Business Intelligence. 
 

2.1 Business Intelligence 
Business intelligence (BI) concerns data-driven Decision Support Systems that combines data 
gathering, data storage, and knowledge management with analysis to provide input to the decision 
process (Negash & Gray, 2008). “These systems emphasize in the analysis of large volumes of 
corporate information with the objective of improving the input for the decision making process”. 
The 2011 size of the global BI market was estimated by Gartner to be $12 Billion, a 16.4% increase 
from 2010 revenue of $10.5 Billion (Pettey & van der Meulen, 2012). Business Intelligence is 
composed of two main processes, namely, getting data in (i.e. data warehousing) and getting data 
out (i.e. business intelligence). Data warehousing involves moving the data from a set of source 
systems into an integrated so-called data warehouse, where it can be transformed so that it is 
meaningful for decision support. Typical activities involved in data warehousing are extract, 
transform and load (ETL) (Watson & Wixom, 2007) These three activities contain all the steps 
performed from the extraction of the information from the operational databases until the 
visualization of the selected data by mean of visualization tools. 
 
The second process, getting data out or analytics, involves activities such as reporting, analysis, data 
mining and visualization. The main goal of this process is to use the data loaded previously into the 
data warehouse for decision making. Analytics help decision makers answering standard questions 
like what happened?, where does the problem occur? , what requires action?, to more complex 
questions like why is something happening? (cause-effect analysis) or what is going to happen?. 
Figure 3 shows the Business Intelligence framework. 
 

 
Figure 3. Business Intelligence Framework. (Watson & Wixom, 2007). 
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These questions can be answered by means of different methods of BI analytics such as reports, 
slice-and-dice and drill down, or ad hoc queries (Negash & Gray, 2008). Reports are mostly 
automatically created by data warehouse and describe the AS Is situation (e.g. how many patients 
entered the system in a specific period of time). The next level after reporting is to find out why 
something happened. This requires slice-and-dice and drill down on reported data. In slice-and-dice, 
the data can be seen from different perspectives (e.g. the no-show percentage of a mental health 
care institution can be analyzed by age group of patients, diagnosis or a combination of both). In drill 
down, users navigate through the data to obtain more detailed information in order to explain why 
results are how they are (e.g. which locations have a higher no-show percentage than others). Ad 
Hoc queries are used to ask for specific data from the data warehouse.  

BI implementation offers many benefits for companies in terms of cost savings from data 
consolidation, time savings allowing users to easily and quickly access information for the decision 
making process. Future trends in the Business Intelligence industry include real-time BI, business 
performance management and BI for the masses (Negash & Gray, 2008). Real-time BI is the delivery 
of fresher data to users affecting current decision making (e.g. decide upon the treatment of an 
active patient). Business performance management relates to the implementation of scorecards and 
dashboards used to visually summarize, in one or a few screens, large amounts of data related to 
organizational performance, comparing it with predefined goals, benchmarks and previous 
performance. 

2.2  Dashboards 
Dashboards, as defined in (Few, 2006), are “visual displays of the most important information 
needed to achieve one or more objectives which fits entirely on a single computer screen so it can be 
monitored at a glance”. The information on a dashboard is presented visually, usually as a 
combination of text and graphics. The use of graphics aims to take advantage of the visual 
perception skills of the user who can extract more meaningful information from a graphical 
representation than from plain text. Furthermore, the information contained in a dashboard is 
required to achieve one or a set of specific objectives, at different organizational levels, usually 
presented as a set of KPIs. A distinction should be made in order to emphasize the difference 
between dashboards and Balance Scorecard; while Balance Scorecard is a strategic performance 
management tool, dashboards are only a type of display. Some dashboards may be used completely 
standalone, but usually they are integrated as a part of a BI solution. 
 
Dashboard’s display must fit on a single computer screen:  “it should be completely available within 
the viewer’s eye span so it can all be seen at once, at a glance”. Eyes do not register everything that 
is visible in the world around them, but only what lies within their span of perception, and only a 
fraction of what they attend to gets stored for future use. This information is stored in the memory, 
where it remains ready for use if it is needed again.  Short-term memory is where information 
resides during conscious processing, and is the portion of the brain dedicated to visual information. 
However, its capacity is limited and when is full, for something new to be brought into short-term 
memory, something that is already there must be either removed or moved into long-term memory. 
This is why the viewer should not scroll around to see all the information, or shift from screen to 
screen to see it all: information that belongs together should never be fragmented. Separation of 
information over pages and pages require viewers to rely on visual memory (a weak skill), to make a 
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contrast, a comparison or a choice, which is usually the task (Tufte, 1997). Once the information is 
no longer visible- unless it was stored previously in the short-term memory - it is no longer available. 
As long as all the information that is needed remains within eye span on a single dashboard, the user 
can rapidly exchange information in and out of short-memory. 
 
Categorization of Dashboards 
The broad spectrum of information needs demand significant differences in the visual design and 
functionality of dashboards. The most popular way of categorizing dashboards is by their role, by the 
type of business activity that they support (Few, 2006). Whether the dashboard is design to support 
strategic, analytical or operational activities, the visualization approach is different.  
 
Strategic or executive dashboards are the most common used dashboards (Few, 2006). They should 
provide the quick overview that decision makers need to monitor the health and opportunities of 
the business. Dashboards of this type focus on high-level measures of performance including 
comparisons to targets of strategic objectives. Because of their purpose, strategic dashboards are 
typically highly summarized, highly graphical, less frequently updated, and include global, external, 
trend and growth measures (Rasmussen, Chen, & Bansal, 2009).  
 
Analytical dashboards require a different design approach. The intended users of these dashboards 
are positioned at middle management level, where deeper analysis of the data is required. Greater 
context for the displayed information is necessary, such as rich comparisons, more extensive history 
and performance evaluators. These dashboards benefit from static snapshots of data that are not 
constantly changing. Additionally, “high sophisticated display media are often useful for the analyst 
who must examine complex data relationships, and requires higher interaction with the data, such as 
drilling down into the underlying details of what is happening”. 
 
The main characteristic of operational dashboards is their dynamic and immediate nature. These 
dashboards are often used by employees at department level (e.g. sales personnel or an engineer in 
charge of the assembly line of a car manufacturer), not by executives. Operational dashboards must 
support awareness of activities and events that are constantly changing and might require attention 
and response immediately. Similar to strategic dashboards, the display media on operational 
dashboards must be very simple. However, the information displayed must be more detailed; a high-
level statistic will not work. 
 
Besides categorizing dashboards by their role, they can be categorized by the type of data being 
displayed (i.e. quantitative and non-quantitative). Since dashboards are used to monitor the critical 
information needed to do a job or meet one or more particular objectives, almost all the information 
used for these purposes is quantitative. However, dashboards might also include some non-
quantitative data, simply because some information cannot be expressed numerically (e.g. lists like 
top 10 customers, tasks that need to be completed, people who need to be contacted). 
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Figure 4. Example dashboard from IBM's Cognos. 

A common feature with dashboards is also that the information should fit in a single screen. 
Furthermore, the use of graphics to enhance the quality of the display is also a vital feature of these 
tools.  

Using this categorization of dashboards, a tool designed for healthcare practitioners can be 
compared to analytical dashboards. Here, the intended users are also positioned at a middle 
management level (i.e. below the department management level). For the improvement of the PAS 
tool, deep data analysis, rich comparisons and performance evaluation information is required to 
provide practitioners with enough information about their current performance, and allow them to 
navigate into detailed information where the possible cause for the value of an indicator for a 
specific situation can be found.      

2.3  Performance Measurement 
Performance measurement is the process aiming to determine the performance of business 
processes via a given set of performance indicators (Kung & Hagen, 2005). The analysis is based on 
data stored in a data warehouse and collected over a period of time. Figure 5 shows an architectural 
layout for performance measurement.  
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Figure 5. Architectural layout for performance measurement. 

 (Kung & Hagen, 2005) 

This structure can be compared with the business intelligence framework presented in figure 3, 
where the two bottom layers (i.e. data consolidation/analysis and reporting) can be linked to the 
business intelligence process and the data collection layer to the data warehouse process.  

One of the most influential approaches implemented in many companies is based on the Balanced 
Score Card (BSC). BSC is a strategic management instrument used to clarify and translate vision and 
strategy, link strategic objectives and measures, set targets and align strategic initiatives, and to 
enhance strategic feedback and learning (Kaplan & Norton, 1996). It is a tool meant to describe an 
organization’s overall performance across a number of measures (i.e. KPIs) on a regular basis. They 
provide management with a tool to compare actual results with a pre-set target, and to measure the 
extend of any deviation. Figure 6 shows the BSC structure defined in (Kaplan & Norton, 1996).  

 

 
Figure 6. Balance Scorecard framework (Kaplan & Norton, 1996). 

However, indicators are everywhere, not only in the organizational environment. A real life example 
could be that a professional bike rider intends to win a number of 20 official races in one season, this 
being an agreement with himself. If at the end of the season he won 16 races, he has reached his 
target to the extent of 80%. 
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There are several requirements that a performance indicator should meet in order to provide 
meaningful information about the variable that is being measured (Fortuin, 1988): 

• The given indicator measures a variable that is relevant for the organization 
• The targets and levels of acceptance are pre-set 
• The indicator yields insight into the state of affairs 
• Is derived from quantities that can be influenced, or controlled by the organization 
• Measurement frequency should be agreed upon 
• The indicator has to be consistent, meaning that it maintains its significance over time 

Much attention has been paid to methodological issues related to developing an appropriate set of 
performance indicators (Wolfersteig & Dunham, 1998), (Bitici & Turner, 2000), (Neely, Gregory, & 
Platts, 2005) and (Baars & Evers, 2010).  These studies address questions like how to attain a simple 
and limited set of performance indicators?, which are valid for the performance required from the 
organization, and which can be related to internal or external causal variables, or to variables which 
are under control of the company. 

Performance measurement in mental healthcare 
Quality improvement programs and governmental and client(group)s pressure are the main reasons 
of the increase of performance measurement in healthcare (van der Bij & Vissers, 1999). This 
requires healthcare organizations and their professionals to provide objective evidence regarding 
the quality of their work by means of performance indicators. However, compared with healthcare, 
mental healthcare lags behind in the development of measurement systems. One of the reasons is 
that mental healthcare services are too focused on collecting financial information for insurers or 
the government, than information about the way in which services are being provided (Baars & 
Evers, 2010). 

There are several ways to structure and select the appropriate indicators to measure performance in 
mental healthcare. Balance Scorecard (BSC) can guide mental healthcare organizations towards a 
balanced set of indicators (Baars & Evers, 2010). In (Wolfersteig & Dunham, 1998), the authors use 
the BSC framework to link the organization’s strategic plan with specific performance measurement 
indicators for a psychiatric center. Additionally, (Santiago, 1999) uses the BSC concept to structure 
and select the performance indicators for behavioral healthcare in the U.S.  

An alternative framework for the classification of performance indicators is proposed in (Baars & 
Evers, 2010). According to this concept, performance indicators can be classified into three different 
groups, namely, structure, process and outcome. Structure indicators are concerned with the 
characteristics of the healthcare system such as the organizational structure and the characteristics 
of the staff. Process indicators are related to the activities that take place between practitioners and 
patients, from preventive services and treatment to aftercare. Finally, outcome indicators measure 
the changes in a patient’s or population’s health status that can be attributed to antecedent 
healthcare, and reflect all aspects of the process. Figure 7 shows this classification structure. 
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Figure 7. Performance indicators structure (Baars & Evers, 2010). 

It is also possible to combine this structure with the Balance Scorecard framework. The advantage of 
doing so for mental healthcare is that it will prevent a too heavy focus on one area of performance, 
which is the financial perspective. As was mentioned before, for mental healthcare that perspective 
receives more attention than the remaining perspectives (i.e. customers, internal business process 
and learning and growth). 

Whether using the BSC or an alternative framework, once the performance indicators are defined 
and structured, as well as their target and strategies for improvement, a BI initiative can be used to 
gather and analyze the data required to measure the KPIs. Business Intelligence allows collecting the 
required information from multiple sources, merge, integrate and consolidate it if required, and  
transforming it to make it useful for further analysis. With the data loaded into the BI tool, data 
analysis, data mining and reporting activities are executed to calculate the indicators, and to offer 
further understanding about what is behind the values obtained for them, why a particular situation 
is happening and many more in-depth analyses. Finally, dashboards are a means to visualize these 
indicators, their value, deviation from the target and any other relevant information for the 
understanding of the current situation of each indicator and/or of the entire system. 

These research topics are directly related to this project and the main findings of each domain are 
used in the different stages of this study. The Business Intelligence framework is used for the data 
analysis and processing which will be described in the next chapter. During the design phase, 
presented in chapter 4, the different concepts and findings of BI, dashboards and performance 
measurement are taken into account to develop a prototype under the guidelines of the BI 
framework, using relevant features of dashboards and selecting appropriate performance 
measurement indicators for the healthcare industry. 
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PART II. FIRST ITERATION 
 

In this part, the activities involved in the first iteration of the methodology will be explained in detail. 
It starts with the data and requirements analysis (third and fourth steps in the methodology) until 
the evaluation step (sixth step), where the first version of the PAS tool is presented to GGNet.  
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3. DATA PROCESSING AND ANALYSIS 

In this chapter, a detailed  analysis of the healthcare system in the Netherlands as well as the data 
obtained from GGNet and the processing steps required for performance analysis will be presented. 
First, the characteristics of the DBC-system are summarized, explaining the content of DBC-codes 
and how the DBC-system relates to business processes. Afterwards, the first part of the Business 
Intelligence process is presented, namely, the ETL (Extract, transform, load) processes required to 
extract the relevant information from the GGNet data, transform it so it is meaningful for 
performance analysis and load it into the visualization tool developed by MagnaView. Finally, an 
assessment of the content and structure of the data is performed using modeling techniques (top-
down analysis) and analyzing the required aggregation and quality of the information. 

3.1 DBC System 
In February of 2005, a system based on ‘diagnosis treatment combinations’ (DBCs) was introduced in 
Netherlands for the registration and reimbursement of care provided by hospitals and medical 
specialists (Oostenbrink & Rutten, 2006). This system was later introduced in mental healthcare in 
2008. The main reason for the adoption of this system was to create competition between hospitals, 
in order to improve quality and cost effectiveness. 
 
A DBC-code describes the entire process of a patient that needs care, from the first contact to the 
treatment that might occur afterwards. In mental healthcare, a DBC consists of all activities and 
operations related to a patient, including the direct and indirect time spent on the treatment. 
 
An example of a patient with the DBC code 290509120083591DBCTR related to the diagnosis ADHD 
(Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder) is shown in figure 8. For this specific case (i.e. patient), five 
activities were recorded, aggregated in three different groups. In the first group ‘diagnosis’, the 
activity ‘psychiatric assessment’ was recorded, the second group ‘treatment’, contains the activities 
‘communicative treatment’ and ‘pharmacotherapy’ and the third group ‘general indirect time’ 
contains ‘internal patient discussion’ and ‘care coordination’. In this view, the size of the columns 
depends on the amount of time spent in each activity.   
 

 
Figure 8. DBC-specific view using MagnaView. 
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While in a treatment, a patient can have an intake session, communicative treatment, crisis 
treatment, an accompaniment contact, etc. These events can be seen as activities which a patient 
undergoes during a treatment. Hence, a DBC-code for patients within a mental healthcare institution 
is a set of sequential activities; which can be seen as a process with the consequential concerns  
about process flows and logistics measures. A patient from a particular DBC-code follows a 
sequential pattern of activities. However, the uniqueness of healthcare treatments (mental 
healthcare included), poses a challenge in analyzing healthcare services with a process-driven 
approach. In (Riemers, 2009), two different methods used (i.e. process mining and visual analytics) 
showed a low level of fitness of the process models derived from the data using process mining 
techniques, and a high percentage of unique patterns using visual analytics, which resulted in 
unreadable process models and a complex process overview. The main reason for these results is 
the variation of the number (i.e. frequency), sequence (i.e. pattern) and type of activities performed 
for a specific patient. These facts corroborate the high variability of processes related to the 
healthcare environment (Benneyan, Lloyd, & Plsek, 2003). 

3.2 ETL processes 
Following the framework presented in section 2.1 (Business Intelligence), the first part of the process 
(data warehousing or ETL process) performed for this project will be described in this section. The 
purpose of the ETL process (i.e. extract, transform and load) is to merge data from different 
platforms into a standard format for the BI target database that will be used for the second part of 
the BI process (i.e. analytics). The following subsections are based on the methodology presented in 
(Moss & Atre, 2003). This methodology describes the ETL process flow required for extracting, 
sorting, merging and transforming the data, as well as the reconciliation activities and loading 
sequence required to build the BI target database.  

Extract 
The first part of the ETL process involves extracting the data from the source system and convert it  
into a single format which is appropriate for transformation processing. The first part of this step 
was performed at GGNet where the data was exported by the Information Management 
department. The provided data includes the information stored in their data warehouse from the 
year 2011. In healthcare, the protection of patient’s information is very important. For this reason, 
no personal information from the patients was included in the data obtained from GGNet (See 3.3 
Data analysis). As mentioned before (see 1.4 methodology), the lack of patient´s information can 
probably narrow the set of indicators that could be included in the prototype. 
 
Sorting and merging 
The data set consisted of eleven zip files containing the information for the year 2011. Each of these 
files contained nine tables stored in ‘txt’ files. The way this information is stored and structured is 
based on the guidelines provided by the DIS (DBC Information System)5. This Information System 
receives and manages all information of the DBCs obtained from care providers about what they 
have supplied to patients and declared. A description of each of these 9 tables is presented in table 
3. 
 

                                                           
5 More information about the DIS can be found in http://www.dbcinformatiesysteem.nl/ 

http://www.dbcinformatiesysteem.nl/
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Table name Description 

Zorgtraject A zorgtraject is an entity that relates all the DBCs with the same 
primary diagnosis of a patient. 

DBC Traject Contains the information identifying the DBC. 
Geleverd zorgprofiel 
tijdschrijven 

Records a patient oriented clinician time, patient oriented indirect 
time and / or indirect patient-related traveling time. 

Geleverd zorgprofiel 
dagbesteding 

Information related to day-care provided to patients, measured in 
hours. 

Geleverd zorgprofiel 
verblijfsdagen 

Information recorded about patients that stay in the institution, 
including overnight. 

Geleverd zorgprofiel 
verrichtingen Contains all transactions registered. 

Diagnose Information about the patient's diagnosis. 

Overige verrichting Contains the transactions that are outside of the DBC system. 

Pakbon Contains the metadata of the information provided in the previous 
tables. 

Table 3. Description of tables provided by GGNet. 

 The information contained in each file was poorly arranged since each record consisted of a long 
code where at least eight attributes were tied together. Using the guidelines provided in 
(www.dbconderhoud.nl), we separated each of the attributes from these long codes. An additional 
difficulty occurred during this operation since the version of the information system was upgraded 
during 2011 and therefore the data was arranged according to version 4.0 from January to March of 
2011 and version 5.0 from April to December. The length of some of the codes of the attributes as 
well as the order was different for some of the tables which made the separation activity more 
challenging. 
 
There were in total 63 attributes separated from the tables, associated to 16 different entities. The 
way these entities are related is explained in the data model shown in figure 9. This model is 
presented here to explain how the data of all mental healthcare institutions in Netherlands is 
structure.   
 

DBC

ZORGTRAJECT

PATIENT OVERIGE DIAGNOSE

DIAGNOSE CIRCUIT ZORGTYPE REDEN 
SLUITEN

PRODUCT-
GROEP

VERRICHTINGDAGBESTEDINGVERBLIJFSDAGTIJDSCHRIJVEN

BEHANDELAARBEROEP ACTIVITEIT

LEGENDA
CODELIJST

REGISTRATIES

 
Figure 9. DBC data model for mental healthcare. (www.dbconderhoud.nl) 

http://www.dbconderhoud.nl/
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The last step in this stage was to merge the information from different months into a consolidated 
file containing all the data from 2011. From this data only a subset was required for the analysis, and 
some other information was not relevant for this study. Which and how this subset was selected is 
explained in the next subsection. 
 
Transform 
Data transformation covers all activities performed to the extracted data from the source to derive 
the data that will be used for the loading sequence. These transformation steps are important in 
order to ensure the business and technical needs of the target database. The activities required for 
the data transformation for this project are explained below.   
 
Translation of code values 
Once all attributes were sorted and separated, a total of 7 tables containing all the information were 
loaded into an Access Database. However, all the data regarding activities, roles, diagnoses and type 
of clients consist of only codes that without any description have no use for the analysis. The 
meaning of these codes was found in (www.dbconderhoud.nl), consisting of 9 additional tables that 
needed to be included and joined in the ETL process. 
 
Selection of attributes to load  
As was mentioned before, a total of 63 attributes were found in the data obtained from GGNet. 
Some of these attributes contain information that is not relevant for the analysis (e.g., 
‘koppelnummer’, ‘verwijzende instelling’, ‘soort verwijzer’). Therefore, in order to load only the 
attributes that are going to be used for the project, we adapted a query previously used by 
MagnaView. This query was used in a previous analysis performed by MagnaView in a mental 
healthcare institution using the PAS tool. The main goal of this query is to select the attributes that 
can be used and to map the codes in the data obtained from GGNet with the descriptions stored in 
the additional tables downloaded from (www.dbconderhoud.nl). Since the name of the attributes, 
tables, codes and the way they are arranged and structured on the previous project are different 
from the ones used in GGNet, this query required some modifications. After running the query in 
Access, a consolidated table with 19 attributes and almost 3 million records was obtained. This is the 
final dataset that was used for the performance analysis. 
 
Load 
The final step in the ETL process consists of loading the data into the BI target database. For this 
purpose, the table obtained after running the query was loaded into the Magnaview Designer tool. 
MagnaView has developed its own data format (.mvn), which offers high compression of data and 
fast loading of large datasets. For this dataset, it reduced the loading time from 1.5 minutes to less 
than 10 seconds and the size of the database from 100 MB to 11 MB.  

3.3 Data analysis 
This stage in the process is geared towards understanding the data for the analysis, required to 
obtain a clear view on the data and its quality. Two main activities will be described in this 
subsection, namely top-down data modeling and bottom-up data analysis. 

http://www.dbconderhoud.nl/
http://www.dbconderhoud.nl/
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Top-down data modeling 
An effective technique for discovering and documenting a single view of the data for BI analysis is 
the entity-relationship (E-R) modeling (Moss & Atre, 2003). The E-R model assures that each data 
element within the scope of the BI project is uniquely identified, correctly named and that its 
domain is validated, yielding a formal representation of the data exactly as it exists in the company, 
without redundancy and ambiguity. Thus, enhancing the understanding and interpretation of the 
data for the consequent analysis. For this purpose, we developed a class diagram using the unified 
modeling language (UML), based on the document ‘gegevensaanlevering DBC door GGZ 
zorgaanbieders’ found in (www.dbconderhoud.nl) and previous studies performed at MagnaView 
related to mental healthcare institutions. This diagram describes the structure of the data used for 
the analysis performed in this project, showing the classes, their attributes, and the relationships 
among the classes. Figure 10 shows the data model for this project. The relationships among the 
four classes (i.e. ‘patient’, ‘zorgtraject’, ‘dbc-code’ and ‘activiteit’) found on figure 9 are also present 
in figure 10 where the complete structure of the DBC data for mental healthcare is showed. In Figure 
10, the classes ‘DBC’ and ‘Activiteit’ are connected through four additional classes, namely, 
‘tijdschrijven’, ‘verblijfsdag’, ‘dagbesteding’ and ‘verrichting’. These are four different “types” of 
activities which are grouped under the label ‘activiteit’ using the additional tables downloaded from 
www.dbconderhoud.nl (see section 3.2). 

-ID : Integer
-Startdatum : Date
-Einddatum : Date
-Zorgtype ID : Integer
-Circuit ID : Integer
-Diagnose ID : Integer

Zorgtraject

-DBC ID : Integer
-DBC Startdatum : Date
-DBC Einddatum : Date

DBC-code

-Activiteit ID : Integer
-Activiteit datum : Date
-Beroep ID : Integer
-Beroep Element : String
-Indirect Tijd Algemeen : Integer
-Indirect Tijd Reistijd : Integer
-Direct Tijd : Integer
-Aantal in Uren : Integer
-Aantal in dagen : Integer

Activiteit

1

n

1

n

-Koppelnummer : String
-Geboortejaar : Integer
-Pseudoniem : Integer
-Geslacht : Integer
-Landcode : String

Patient

1n

 

Figure 10. Class Diagram for the GGNet data. 

 

http://www.dbconderhoud.nl/
http://www.dbconderhoud.nl/
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First, the classes need to be identified. After structuring the data and in consultation with the 
Information Management department the following classes were identified: 

 Patient (Information about the patient/client). (This information was not provided, as 
explained before, for privacy reasons) 

 Zorgtraject (Care Path) (about a care path of a client) 
 DBC-code (information about the chosen treatment for the ‘zorgtraject’) 
 Activity (about the performed activities within a DBC-code) 

Every class has a 1 – n relationship with the class directly below. This means for example the class 
‘zorgtraject’ can have more than one associated DBC-code, but a certain DBC-code cannot be part of 
more than 1 ‘zorgtraject’.   

In the model every attribute  (i.e. variable) has a type. The different types found in the data from 
GGNet are described below. 

 Integer: Round number 
 String: Plain Text 
 Date: Date 

The complete set of attributes included in the BI target database, along with their description can be 
found in Appendix A. 

Bottom-Up  data analysis 

The purpose of this analysis is to identify data problems or rule violations and to deliver clean, 
integrated and reconciled data for the analysis. For this project, the aim of this step will be in the 
assessment of the required aggregation of the data and the data quality. 

Several key attributes for the development of this project (e.g. activity description, role description 
and diagnosis) were obtained at a very detailed level of aggregation which is not very suitable for 
decision-support systems. For example, the diagnosis ADHD (Attention Deficit Hyperactivity 
Disorder) with the diagnosis code ‘as1_1.05.01’ belongs to the diagnosis subgroup ‘Attention deficit 
disorders and behavioral disorders’ (code as1_1.05), which in turn belongs to a more aggregated 
level of diagnosis ‘Disorders in the childhood’ (code as1_1). Therefore, using the tables mapped 
previously during the transform step (see section 3.2), different levels of aggregation for these 
attributes were derived from the existing codes. Examples of each of these derived attributes are 
provided in table 4. 
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Attribute Type Example ID (Code) 

Activiteit level 1 Derived Communicatieve behandeling act_3 

Activiteit level 2 Derived Follow up behandelcontact act_3.1 

Activiteit Beschrijving Extracted Follow up behandelcontact: 
Patiënt individueel act_3.1.1 

Beroep level 1 Derived Agogische beroepen AG 

Beroep level 2 Derived Sociaal Pedagogisch 
Hulpverlener AG.SF 

Beroep element Extracted Agoog verstandelijk 
gehandicapten AG.SF.vrstgeh 

Stoornis level 1 Derived Stoornissen in de kindertijd as1_1 

Stoornis level 2 Derived Pervasieve 
ontwikkelingsstoornissen as1_1.04 

Stoornis Beschrijving Extracted Autistische stoornis as1_1.04.01 
Table 4. Derived and extracted attributes. 

The main difference between extracted and derived attributes is that extracted attributes are the 
translation of the codes provided in the GGNet data, using the additional tables explained in section 
3.2 and derived attributes are attributes re-grouped at a higher level of aggregation. These derived 
attributes allow for analysis at different levels. For instance, the disorders ‘Leerstoornissen’, 
‘Communicatiestoornissen’, ‘Tic-stoornissen’ and ‘Pervasieve ontwikkelingsstoornissen’ can be all 
grouped as ‘Stoornissen in de kindertijd’ (i.e. disorders in the childhood). 

Regarding the quality of the data, several key issues were found: 

 No information about patients was provided from GGNet because of privacy matters. This 
means that the class ‘Patient’ included in the diagram of Figure 10 was omitted during the 
‘extract’ activity. After analyzing the data, it was concluded that is not possible to map an 
activity to a specific client and therefore some indicators (e.g. lead time per patient) cannot 
be calculated. 

 There is no data of which employee (i.e. practitioner) performed a specific activity, only the 
profession (i.e. ‘beroep’) of the practitioner who performed it is included.  

 Some attributes that can be used to perform a cause-effect analysis are missing from the 
data set (e.g. age group of the patient, timestamp of the activity). 

These issues limited the scope of the analysis since, as will be explained in the next chapter, some 
indicators were not possible to calculate and a deeper cause-effect analysis using the features of the 
PAS tool couldn’t be achieved. This obstacle narrowed the possible set of KPIs that could be 
displayed with the prototype. Nevertheless, since the main goal of the project is about ‘how’ to 
visualize the information, this limitation was overcome using different indicators developed together 
with MagnaView and GGNet. 
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4. DESIGN 

The design chapter of this project consists of an assessment of the KPIs that are selected and which 
criteria were used to decide upon this initial subset. Furthermore the PAS tool, used for this project 
as the mean to provide a tangible outcome, is presented. Finally, the design of the views and the 
user interface of the tool are explained in terms of which attributes, records, visualization media and 
layout are recommended for this type of tool and the type of information that will be displayed. 
 

4.1 Selected KPIs 
As explained in the methodology (see section 1.4), a sub-set of indicators will be used for the first 
iteration of this project. Since the aim of this first iteration is to present preliminary results regarding 
the structure and views and not a full analysis of GGNet’s processes, only a few KPIs are taken into 
account for the first evaluation session. Three main criteria were used for the selection of the initial 
set of indicators and are presented below.  

KPIs used by GGNet 
First, the full list of KPIs used by GGNet was obtained from which it was possible to select some 
indicators for the first iteration. GGnet uses the Balance Scorecard framework to structure their KPIs 
into four dimensions (i.e. financial, learning & growth, clients and processes). Since the target of the 
tool for this project are the healthcare practitioners and the financial information is of interest 
mainly for managers and the board of directors, then the indicators grouped under the financial 
dimension are not taken into account.  

KPIs found in literature 
Several sources in literature were used to select common indicators in the healthcare industry. In 
principle, the article from (Baars & Evers, 2010) was used for an initial set of KPIs in mental 
healthcare. This paper summarizes a literature review about performance measurement, listing 
which indicators are frequently used in mental healthcare and how are they structured. The authors 
performed a comparison among 23 relevant papers written between 1980 and 2010. They analyze 
the KPIs based on the purpose of the indicator, namely, by accountability, quality improvement and 
performance management. Accountability indicators were not taken into account for this project 
since they are mainly used by customers and external audits.  

Alternatively, the article from (van der Bij & Vissers, 1999) was also used to compare selected KPIs 
with the article described above. This article presents a framework of performance indicators used 
to evaluate and monitor healthcare processes. They analyze which KPIs are used in healthcare by 
means of a literature review and empirical research conducted in two general hospitals and a mental 
healthcare hospital in Netherlands. Finally, a general list of metrics and performance indicators was 
found in (Rasmussen, Chen, & Bansal, 2009). In this source, an extensive catalogue of KPIs arranged 
by industry is provided, offering the possibility to contrast the KPIs found in academic literature with  
these KPIs found in the BI commercial literature. 

Feasibility of calculation 
As mentioned in section 3.3, since it is not possible to know which activities (records in the dataset) 
belong to a specific client, some indicators cannot be calculated. Therefore, only indicators that can 
be measured are included in the mid-term presentation at GGNet. Hence, the cross-check was 
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conducted among relevant papers in literature and the full set of KPIs used by GGNet, taking into 
account which of these indicators could be calculated with the available data.  

The table used for the comparison of the indicators among the different sources can be found in 
Appendix B. Based on this analysis, the following indicators were selected for the first iteration: 

- No show percentage: Is the proportion of the number of scheduled appointments where 
patients did not show (for any reason) divided by the total number of scheduled 
appointments. This indicator was selected because is one of the most popular in literature 
and also of high interest for healthcare companies since it has a high impact on the costs of 
treatment per patient (if the patient doesn’t show, the cost associated with the amount of  
time wasted and resource inactivity is assumed by the healthcare company).  
 

- Patients arrival: Is the amount of patients arriving to the system per period of time. This 
indicator is useful because it can give some insight about the required amount of 
practitioners needed to cover the demand, and also if there is probably some type of 
seasonality or trends in the data which can provide better info regarding capacity planning. 
To calculate this indicator we used the attribute ‘DBC startdatum’ as the start date of the 
treatment of a patient. This is an approximation because if two patients with the same 
diagnosis started their treatment at GGNet in the same day, they were counted as only one 
since it was not possible to know if the records belonged to different patients with the 
available data. 
 

- Productivity: Is calculated as the proportion of direct time divided by the sum of the total 
recorded time. For all activities with activity type ‘tijdschrijven’ (which accounts for 98.77% 
of the data), three attributes related to the time spent are recorded, namely, ‘directe tijd’ 
(direct time  spent with patients), ‘indirecte tijd algemeen’ (general indirect time) and 
‘indirecte tijd reistijd’ (travelling time, when practitioners need to travel to the patient’s 
location). (see Appendix A). This is also a recommended indicator because it gives valuable 
information about resource utilization. Another reason why this KPI was chosen is because is 
one of the few indicators that has a predefined target at GGNet (the company has a target of 
66% or above of the total recorded time should be direct time). 

4.2 The PAS Tool 
The PAS (Process Analysis Suite) is a process-oriented tool developed by MagnaView which is still in 
beta version. The goal of this tool is to enable users to analyze business processes without the use of 
a Business Analyst (BA) through a semi-automated process, where less input from the end user is 
required. The main idea is to analyze business information stored in a company datawarehouse (as 
all the Business Intelligence tools), but from a process-oriented perspective. This means, using 
collected data about the execution of processes to enable detailed analysis and therefore provide 
insight for possible improvements. For this purpose,  the knowledge of a BA, in terms of skills, 
analyzing techniques and general understanding of business processes, is used at the beginning of 
the analysis process (selecting what information is relevant for the end users). When the information 
that will be displayed is selected (e.g. performance indicators), no further need of a BA is required 
because then, the end user will be able to perform a process-driven analysis based on the 
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information presented in the different views included in the PAS tool. In this way, the demand of 
knowledge/skills of the end user are reduced, and only a high level of familiarity with the business 
process (i.e. domain knowledge) is completely required (i.e. in this case, end users should be 
healthcare practitioners).  

In order to achieve this goal, several formulas are used to calculate common logistic indicators such 
as waiting time, processing time, bottlenecks, etc. Then, the results of these calculations are shown 
using different views, charts and graphs, providing relevant information about the execution of 
business processes which can be used as input for decision making. Figure 11 shows a screenshot of 
the view “Processing times” which displays the average processing time per patient (measured in 
days), among the different roles in this specific company. The example uses a data set from a mental 
healthcare organization. 

 
Figure 11. Screenshot of a view from the PAS tool. 

The different columns in the view represent all the possible roles included in the variable ‘employee’ 
for this particular company (e.g. ‘medisch’, ‘psychologisch’). The height of each column depends on 
the value of the processing time of all patients treated by all the employees that belong to the same 
role. For instance, the graph shows that, in average, for a nurse (i.e. ‘verpleegkundig’) it takes 43.4 
days to treat a patient. The data structure for this example is similar to the data obtained from 
GGNet (i.e. each record in the data set belongs to an activity performed for the treatment of a 
patient). Therefore, this indicator ‘processing time’ is calculated measuring the difference (in days) 
of the dates between the first and the last activity performed for each patient. 

Previous studies about the PAS tool have shown that end users have difficulties accessing the 
information needed. The navigation among the different views included in the tool is not very 
intuitive and it’s not clear for the user how to go from one view to another one, or how to go back to 
a previous view. The number of views is other issue because currently the tool contains many views 
making the user to feel overwhelmed with the amount of displayed information. This factor is 
directly linked to the navigation problem since more views require more navigation from one to the 
other. Additional findings of this previous assessment of the PAS tool are related to the displayed 
information as for some users some indicators are more useful than others, or for the same 
indicator, the required level of detail is different among users. These issues were taken into account 
for the improvements implemented during this study. 
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For this case study, the process of selecting what information should be presented with the tool is 
performed with personnel of GGNet (acting as Business Analysts) and also from MagnaView (with 
experience in selecting relevant information to display in the healthcare domain). For the 
development of this project, the same analysis in terms of the underlying structure of the 
calculations for the KPIs will be used, then the main idea of presenting information in a process-
driven way is kept. On the other hand, the views (i.e. visualization media), navigation and structure 
of the user interface will be improved and are presented in the next sub-sections. 

4.3 Design of views 
MagnaView offers the information for end users as projects. Projects contain one or multiple views 
which are graphical representations of the dataset. Each view offers a specific way of looking at a 
dataset, combining attributes of the data, different colors, structure and visual representations, to 
form what the user eventually will be able to see and experience (MagnaView, 2010).    

A view can be defined by three main aspects. 

1. A view has a selection of attributes from the dataset (i.e. columns in the table with the data) 
2. A view has a selection of records from the dataset (i.e. rows in the table with the data) 
3. A view uses a specific visual representation (i.e. visualization medium). 

Figure 12 shows an example of a view where these three aspects are identified. The attributes are 
shown as columns in the data at the bottom of the view (e.g. lead_time_act and start_time). Records 
are the rows in the data and for each attribute the specific record has a value. (e.g. ‘object’=100304 
and ‘object’=100397). The visual representation is, in this case, a column chart which is the most 
important part of the view.  

 

Figure 12. Screenshot of MagnaView Designer. 

 

Visual 
representation 
(Column chart) 

Records Attributes 
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How each of these aspects are defined for the development of the views for this project will be 
presented below. 

Attributes and records 
As mentioned before, the dataset obtained from GGNet contains almost 3 million records, and each 
of these belongs to an activity performed during the year 2011. Moreover, each record (i.e. activity) 
is defined by several attributes, each of them offering relevant information about the performed 
activity (see Appendix A for the list of selected attributes from the original dataset).  
 
For each of the three preselected KPIs, it is necessary to define which attributes (i.e. variables) are 
used for the calculation and the display of the results in the different views. Moreover, the same 
indicator can be presented in many different ways. For instance, the patient’s arrival indicator can 
be presented per week, month, year, etc. (i.e. as a time series). It can be also as a deviation from a 
predefined target or how an individual value of an attribute relates to a complete set of values (i.e. 
part-to-whole). In order to define which type of view(s) will be used for this project, the opinions of 
MagnaView and GGNet were taken into account.  
 
MagnaView offers different predefined views for their tools depending on two main aspects, 
namely, what is the content of the data and what the users want to see. From the experience of 
MagnaView developing views for end users with different backgrounds, they concluded that time 
series and ranking comparisons (see 4.4 for the complete set of categories) are the most common 
ways in presenting performance information. Time series displays how quantitative values of a KPI 
vary throughout the time (e.g. week, month, year). Ranking comparisons are useful when the user 
would like to see how subdivisions of an attribute relate to each other. An example of the later is if a 
manager would like to rank the different clients by the amount of sales, either from top to bottom or 
the other way around.  
 
GGNet’s remarks are also taken into account for the development of the views. For this purpose, the 
director of the youth department was interviewed. His opinion is very important because he is also a 
practitioner and a potential end user of a performance visualization tool. Apart from the type of 
views that he would like to see in the prototype, additional questions were asked regarding which 
information they would  like to contrast as well as general suggestions for the tool. The questions 
and responses from this interview can be seen in Appendix C. Several key conclusions can be 
extracted from this interview: 
 

- There are some important attributes in the data that should be used to arrange/filter the 
information that will be presented, namely, Department (‘Circuit’), profession (‘Beroep 
element’) and diagnosis (‘Stoornis’). As the interviewed stated, a practitioner working for a 
specific department (e.g. youth, adults) will always treat patients from the same 
department, then this information should be separated. For each department, what 
practitioners from different professions do is also different, therefore this attribute is used 
to filter the data as well. Finally, even practitioners from the same department and same 
role, perform different activities depending on the diagnosis of the patient, hence, this is the 
third filter that can be applied to the data.  
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- Regarding the type of views to offer with this prototype, another possibility was mentioned 
during the interview, this is, the possibility to compare the performance of a practitioner 
among the different diagnoses of patients treated by her/him. Therefore, we use the 
attribute diagnosis (‘Stoornis’) for comparison of the practitioners’ performance. In this 
project, this view is called ‘Benchmark’. 

 
From these previous requirements, it was decided to include three type of views per indicator on the 
prototype of the PAS tool, namely, historical, aggregated and benchmark view. 
 

- The historical view, is a time-series view (i.e. named trend overview by GGNet) which is 
recommended by MagnaView and GGNet. This view will offer the possibility to analyze the 
information of the year 2011 subdivided per month. 
 

- The aggregated view will provide information per indicator about the diagnoses with highest 
or lowest scores. 
 

- The benchmark view is a variation of the historical view, where the user will be able to 
analyze the results of her/his performance of an indicator among selected diagnoses.  

 
To provide meaningful ways to explore and contrast the data displayed with the prototype and 
taking into account GGNet’s input, three filters will be offered to the user for each of the different 
views. As mentioned before, these filters are linked to the attributes department (‘Circuit’), 
profession (‘Beroep element’) and the diagnosis at the highest level of aggregation (‘Stoornis level 
1’). Therefore, three main attributes are used to filter the records relevant for the analysis presented 
in each of the views offered with the tool.  

4.4 Visualization media 
In order to choose which type of visual representation (i.e. visualization medium) is suitable for the 
desired display, we applied a categorization found in (Few, 2004) to the available set of possible 
visualization media, related to the message that needs to be communicated. For each of the 
categories presented below, some visual representations have been found to be more suitable than 
others (Few, 2006). Appendix D presents a wide range of different visual representations and relates 
each of them with the following categories. 

Categories: 

Nominal comparison: Display a series of discrete quantitative values so they can be easily seen and 
compared. The categorical subdivisions have no particular order (nominal scale). 

Time series: Is the most used relationship in business (Rasmussen, Chen, & Bansal, 2009). Display the 
relationship between quantitative values that are associated with categorical subdivisions of time 
(e.g. years, quarters, months). 

Ranking: Display how the individual quantitative values associated with a set of categorical 
subdivisions relate to each other. 
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Part-to-whole: Display how the individual quantitative values relate to the complete set of values 
and to each other. The most used measure for this relationship is percentage. 

Deviation: Display how one or more sets of quantitative values differ from a primary set of values. 

Distribution: Display how a set of quantitative values are distributed across its entire range, from the 
lowest to the highest. 

Correlation: Displays whether or not, in what direction (positive or negative) and to what degree 
(strong or weak) two paired sets of quantitative values are correlated. 

All the different graphs, charts, maps and icons described in Appendix D are supported by the 
MagnaView software, which allow for flexibility when the different views used for the improvement 
of the PAS tool need to be designed. Figure 13 shows some examples of different charts and graphs 
that can be used for information visualization, namely, bubble chart (top-left), column chart (top-
right), rose plot (bottom-left) and treemap (bottom-right). 

 

 
Figure 13. Examples of charts and graphs. 

From the catalogue presented in Appendix D, only a subset of visual representations are used for the 
first iteration of this project. This subset is selected based on the categories defined above and the 
type of views selected for this prototype (i.e. time-series, aggregated and benchmark). As explained 
before, the ‘benchmark’ view is also a time-series where only the way the information is presented 
differs and therefore these two types of views are displayed using the same visual representations. 
According to the catalogue, mainly column and line charts with its variations (e.g. stacked, 100% 
stacked) are recommended for time-series where the x-axis of the graph always displays the time 
line. Then, both visualization media will be implemented for the prototype of the tool.  

For the indicator ‘productivity’, where the attribute displayed is the sum of three initial attributes 
(i.e. ‘direct tijd’ -direct time-, ‘indirect tijd algemen’ -general indirect time- and ‘indirect tijd reistijd’ -
travelling time-), a variation of the column chart, namely, the 100% stacked column chart is used 
because this subdivision of time can be used to present additional information about the distribution 
of the recorded time of each practitioner. For the third type of view (i.e. aggregated), which is a 
ranking comparison, three different visualization media are used, column chart, bar chart and 
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treemap. Appendix E presents screenshots of one of the indicators, showing the three types of views 
with the implemented visualization media for each of them.  

Now that the design of the views has been explained, the way these views are presented to the user 
and how the information is structured in the interface, is presented in the next subsection.   
 

4.5 Design of the user interface  
User interface is the space where the interaction between humans and computers takes place. In 
this case, user interface is the link between the views built with MagnaView and the final user. The 
main drivers for the design of a user interface are to improve the user experience and enhance 
decision-support (Cooper, Reimann, & Cronin, 2007). There are different types of interfaces, 
depending on the message that needs to be communicated and the available hardware and 
software such as graphical user interfaces (GUI), web user interfaces (WUI) and touch-screens.   

There are some key topics that can be used to define and to assess the suitability of a user interface 
of a software tool such as navigation, display design (i.e. structure/layout), user’s attention and data 
entry (Shneiderman & Plaisant, 2005). Navigation is “any action that takes a user to a new part of 
the interface or which requires him to locate objects, tools, or data”. Then all the features included in 
the tool to help the user locating the desired information belong to the navigation aspect. The 
display design is also a key component of successful visualization since inefficient interfaces can 
provoke adverse reactions or inhibit performance. Important issues to consider during the display 
design are the position of the different components of the interface (e.g. menus, toolbars, buttons, 
data) as well as the format and amount of the data presented. User’s attention topic involves the 
analysis of conditions that can be used to draw the user’s attention such as intensity, size, choice of 
fonts, audio & video, etc. Finally, tools that require a high level of data entry by the user need a 
suitable  interfaces for this purpose. 

An additional tool from MagnaView is used as the connection between the views developed with the 
prototype of the PAS tool and the end users. Web Live6 offers web-based access to projects built 
with any MagnaView tool and makes it possible to use any web-based portal as the user interface 
and, therefore, additional features to improve the way information is presented to the users can be 
used. With this tool, not only visualization features from MagnaView software can be used but also 
any other feature offered by web browsers, which can significantly improve the visualization 
capabilities of the prototype developed in this project. 

Parallel to this master thesis, another graduation project was conducted at MagnaView by a student 
of ‘ICT & Media Design’ from Fontys Hogeschool. The main purpose of this study is to improve the 
interface design of Web-Live using  a benchmark analysis of MagnaView main competitors and 
features of Google Analytics7, which is a reporting tool for websites developers about user’s visits 
and experiences (van den Heuvel, 2012). Therefore, this new design of the Web-Live software is 
used for this prototype, customized to the specific features required to answer our research 
questions. The assessment of the user interface adapted for this prototype is presented below.  

User Interface features 
                                                           
6 For more information please visit http://www.magnaview.biz/products/enterprise-products.html 
7 For more information please visit http://www.google.com/analytics/ 

http://www.magnaview.biz/products/enterprise-products.html
http://www.google.com/analytics/
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In the user Interface window, the following elements can be found: 

 
Figure 14. Screenshot of the first version of the prototype. 

1. The name of the product. In this case, the prototype of the PAS tool. 
 

2. The main menu. With this menu, the user can select the desired indicator from the drop-
down list. For this first prototype, only three KPIs are available (see 4.1) 
 

3. The visual representation. This is the main and most important part of the interface since it 
displays the actual results of the indicator by means of a graphical representation.  
 

4. View-type buttons. These buttons relate to the type of views explained in the subsection 4.3. 
Clicking in one of these buttons will allow the user to select any of the three types of views 
(i.e. ‘historical’, ‘benchmark’ and ‘aggregated’) available per indicator. 
  

5. Graph-type buttons. These buttons are used to switch among the different ‘type of graph’ 
available per ‘type of view’. For instance, for the screenshot shown in Figure 14, two type of 
graphs (column and line graph) are available for the ‘historical’ view of the ‘no-show’ 
indicator.  
 

6. Filters. As explained in subsection 4.3, filters allow users to select specific values for the 
attributes associated to each of them. For this first prototype, four different filters are 
available and can be used for any of the three KPIs included. 
 

7. Export/print buttons. The export buttons are located at the top right of the screen and allow 
the user to either export the data contained in the graph as an excel file, export the graph as 
a JPEG image, print the current view or access the help menu.  

The navigation among the different views is accomplished through the main menu (top-left of the 
screen) and the ‘view-type’ buttons (top-right of the view). The idea to use only buttons to switch 
among the views is to avoid the use of multiple tabs, screens or windows because this will disrupt 

1 

2 
3 

4 

5 

7 

6 
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the user’s flow causing disorientation and frustration (Pilgrim, 2012). The set of buttons at the 
bottom-right of the view (graph-type buttons) are available only for the first iteration of the project 
because they are used to evaluate the suitability of the different graphs and therefore to answer the 
first sub-question. After the mid-term evaluation only the graph with the highest score will be used 
and the ‘graph-type’ buttons will be removed. 

Once that all these issues regarding the content and how the views and user interface of the tool 
were selected and included in the prototype, a mid-term evaluation session with MagnaView and 
GGNet took place. This session provides the answer of the first sub-question as well as relevant 
feedback regarding the remaining aspects to evaluate from this performance visualization tool. 
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5. MID-TERM EVALUATION 

This mid-term evaluation of the prototype took place at GGNet and the main goal was to present the 
first version of the tool designed to display performance information for practitioners in healthcare. 
The participants in this meeting were the director of the youth department, the Business Intelligence 
professional at GGNet, the Project Leader of MagnaView and the author. For this intermediate 
presentation, we presented the tool to the participants explaining its main features and capabilities. 
However, the prototype was not operational at that moment and was not linked to the dataset 
provided from GGNet at the beginning. Therefore, only screenshots of the views available per 
indicator were possible to present. Nevertheless it was possible to show what the tool could do in 
terms of performance analysis and also to test which graphs were better to obtain insight from the 
visualization. 

The feedback obtained from the meeting was very important for the further development of the 
project.  The comments and thoughts about the presentation are divided in three main groups: 

- Views and graphs 
- Interface  
- Analysis and content 

5.1 Comments about the views and graphs 
The main goal regarding this aspect of the tool was to measure which graphs are preferred by 
practitioners to visualize performance information. To do so, the two attendees from GGNet were 
asked to rank which type of graph they think gives a better display of the information presented. For 
the view types ‘history’ and ‘benchmark’, the visualization media available were line chart and 
column charts, and for the type ‘aggregated’, column chart, bar chart and treemap.  

The answers about their preferences among the graphs displayed with the tool were quantified from 
1 to 5, where 5 is the value if they consider the graph to be the best choice or 1 for the opposite. 
Appendix F summarizes the answers about each view presented during the mid-term evaluation. The 
main findings about this evaluation are the following: 

- For the ‘historical’ and ‘benchmark’ views, the results show that there is a preference for 
line charts compared with column charts but the difference is not very high. However this 
evaluation yielded a very important insight about the use of graphs. Columns and lines both 
are appropriate to display time series, but what is relevant here is consistency. Either using a 
column chart or a line chart, what is important is that the same type of graph is used. This 
will make it easier for practitioners because there is no ‘flow-disruption’ during the 
interaction with the tool. If they navigate through different time series using the same type 
of graph, the effort required to understand what is being visualized is diminished.  
 

- For the ‘aggregated’ views, there is an obvious preference for bar charts (4.8/5) compared 
with column charts (3.5/5) and treemaps (1.2/5). Although they prefer bar charts over 
column charts for this type of view, the main driver of this decision is not a marked 
difference between the visualization quality of these charts, but is the fact that a bar graph 
changes the arrangement of the data in such a way that is easy for the users to realize that 
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what they are seeing is not a time series but something different. If using the column chart 
in the ‘aggregated’ view, the user might still think that each column belongs to a subdivision 
of time (e.g. a week, a month, a year) and not to what is being displayed (i.e. a subdivision of 
the chosen attribute, in this case, a specific diagnosis), and then the effort required to 
understand what is being presented increases. If a different chart is used, then the user will 
realize quicker that something else is being presented. Therefore, the main finding here is 
that if the information is not arranged in a time series, then a different graph must be used, 
different from the one currently used for the time series.  
 

- Both interviewees concluded that treemaps are too complex for this type of tool. Treemaps 
are designed to provide a richer multivariate display, where both rectangle sizes and color 
intensity represent two different quantitative variables (Few, 2006). Moreover, the different 
rectangles within the graph are arranged to fill the available space on the screen and have 
no particular order that can be easily understood by users. For the ‘aggregated’ type of view, 
where the treemap was implemented, only one quantitative variable is being displayed (i.e. 
diagnoses). These facts allow us to conclude that indeed treemaps are not an effective graph 
to use in this particular setting. 

To illustrate these ideas, figure 15 shows two views displaying different information, while the view 
in the left presents a time series (i.e. the attribute in the x-axis is subdivided in months), the figure in 
the right presents a ranking comparison of a different attribute (i.e. the subdivisions belong to 
names of different persons) using a column chart. At first glance, the viewer might assume that the 
columns in the right also belong to categorical subdivisions of time and it will require more time to 
realize that this is not the case. Alternatively, figure 16 shows the same time series in the left, and 
the same ranking comparison as figure 15 on the right. This time, a bar chart is used instead of a 
column chart. Since the information on the right is arranged vertically, is easier to understand that 
the bars here don’t belong to divisions of time. 

 

 
Figure 15. Screenshot of line and column charts. 

 

 
Figure 16. Screenshot of line and bar charts.  
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5.2 Comments about the analysis 
Due to the fact that the tool was not operational for this intermediate presentation, a deep analysis 
of GGNet’s processes was not possible. However, more than ‘what we can find’ with this 
visualization, was ‘what we might find’, and since the general idea of how would it be is clear for 
GGNet, it was possible to identify two main ideas missing from this presentation: 

- Suitability of indicators: The tool being developed with this project is intended to be used 
mainly by practitioners in healthcare and not by managers. Thus, the indicators have to be 
meaningful at this hierarchical level where more tactical or operational decisions can be 
made. Indicators providing insights about how practitioners perform, showing the direct 
impact of their work on the processes, are more relevant at this level than other KPIs 
showing more general information about the company where more strategic decisions need 
to be considered. Even though the dataset was not complete (see section 3.3), this fact is 
not consider when deciding which indicators are suitable or not for healthcare practitioners. 
For instance, the indicator ‘patient’s arrival’ provides information about how many patients 
enter the system per period of time, giving relevant input for capacity planning which is a 
strategic decision to be analyzed by directors and managers. However, this indicator does 
not give the same insight to practitioners which are not concerned about how many doctors 
or nurses are required to cope with the demand of care, but more about how are they 
treating the patients and what can they change, at the individual level, to improve this 
situation. 
 

- Personal information: It is clear that what practitioners need to see in a performance 
visualization tool is how are they treating the patients, and be able to compare themselves 
with their peer group. Then the idea would be to provide views where any practitioner can 
analyze in which specific areas their performance is ‘acceptable’ or not, compared either 
with their group of colleagues and/or with targets defined by the organization. However, 
this comparison was not possible because personal information about each practitioner was 
missing from the dataset. For the second iteration, this problem is solved generating 
synthetic data about practitioners using the dataset.  

5.3 Comments about the interface 
Finally, there are also general comments about the interface and what can be done to improve the 
user’s experience interacting with the tool. 

- In general, the use of space can be improved. The size of the graph can be increased, since is 
the most important part of the view, it should occupy more space in the screen. 
 

- Font size of buttons, filters and legends should also be bigger. It was mentioned by GGNet 
that practitioners in general are above 30 years old and therefore their vision is not as good 
as perhaps university students or fresh graduates.  
 

- The main menu at the top-left of the screen currently works as a ‘accordion’ menu, which is 
used when there is information beneath that needs to be displayed. In this case, there was 
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no information hided by the menu when was fully deployed and can either stay deployed or 
hided if the space beneath is going to be used. 
 

- The ‘graph type’ buttons are not very intuitive, more experience with tooling is required to 
easily get what is behind them. These buttons won’t be used for the final version of the 
prototype but in case they were, different than numbers, perhaps more graphical buttons 
could be used where the user can easily associate their function with the image embedded 
in the button.  

All these findings are essential to offer a high quality tool to visualize performance information for 
practitioners in healthcare. From these facts, three preliminary conclusions can be drawn: 

1. With the comments and quantitative answers from this mid-term evaluation about the use 
of particular graphs for the tool, the first sub- question can now be answered summarized in 
three key findings: 

a. For time series, line charts or column charts can be used. What is very important is 
that only one of them is used in all views containing time series. This will help the 
final user associating all views using line or column charts as time series easily.  

b. What is not a time series should use a different graph. If other type of view is used 
together with time series, they must use different visual representations. Bar charts 
are a good alternative because it arranges the information vertically, opposite to 
horizontal lines or charts. This helps the user to understand that what she/he is 
visualizing is not a time series but a different type of analysis. 

c. More complex graphs/charts where more than 2 quantitative variables can be 
shown (e.g. treemaps or bubble charts) are not recommended when only one 
quantitative variable needs to be displayed. This is because they offer a richer 
representation but at the same time they are more complex to understand.  
 

2. The performance indicators should be carefully selected depending on the hierarchical level 
of the end users. KPIs related to general information about a company or about strategic 
variables are not recommended for practitioners which are more concerned about their 
performance regarding the efficiency of their appointments with the patients and the 
effectiveness of the care provided. 
 

3. In order to provide practitioners with relevant information about how are they performing, 
personal performance information should be available in order to allow its comparison with 
the practitioner’s peer group performance and with the target of the company (or legal 
targets if applicable). This information can provide practitioners with enough insights about 
what are they doing, how are they doing it and what can they do to improve. It should also 
be taken into account that probably privacy matters also apply for employees and a specific 
practitioner should be able to access only her/his personal performance information and not 
the personal information of her/his colleagues. 

These facts are taken into account for the further development of the tool. How these are 
implemented in the prototype, is explained in the next chapter. 
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PART III. SECOND ITERATION 
 

In this final part, the modifications and further development of the prototype of the PAS tool are 
presented. From the methodology presented in section 1.4, this part covers the activities from ‘7 
requirements analysis (2nd iteration)’ to ‘9 evaluation (2nd iteration)’. 
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6. DATA  AND APPLICATION MODIFICATIONS 
 
The three preliminary conclusions of the previous chapter are used as input to improve the 
capabilities of the prototype of the PAS tool. Each of them will be addressed separately in the 
following subsections. In 6.1 the improvements regarding the KPIs to use in the tool and the 
inclusion of personal performance results of the practitioners are presented. Subsection 6.2 explains 
the improvements related to the use of graphs and modifications in the user interface. 

6.1 Data modifications 

The modifications about appropriate KPIs for practitioners and personal performance information 
were found to be relevant for the development of the prototype and will be addressed in this 
subsection. 

Selected KPIs for final version 
In order to re-evaluate the initial set of indicators and to modify these sub-set of KPIs if required, an 
additional meeting was scheduled with the Business Intelligence professional of GGNet. The main 
purpose was to analyze all the KPIs that they are currently using and to select which of them might 
be useful at the practitioner’s level. Additionally, we discussed some other possibilities for KPIs that 
are not being used at GGNet and that can give relevant insight to healthcare professionals about 
their performance. 

First of all, we evaluated the pre-selected KPIs for the mid-term presentation which were patient’s 
arrival, no-show percentage and productivity. No-show percentage and productivity are indeed 
useful at this level since they offer information about how practitioners are treating patients and 
how much of their time counts as productive time. The No-show percentage indicator gives insight 
about the causes for patients to miss their appointments which is considered as lost productive time 
of practitioners. Productivity is an indicator directly related to the practitioner’s daily activities and is 
therefore useful for them to obtain information of how is the distribution of their time being 
allotted. On the other hand, patient’s arrival indicator doesn’t give relevant information about how 
they are performing because it measures a variable that is out of their influence. The way 
practitioners perform might not be directly linked to the amount of patients starting a healthcare 
treatment at the company and consequently will be removed from the KPIs presented in the tool. 
Therefore, from this initial sub-set of three KPIs only no-show percentage and productivity are kept 
for the final version of the prototype. 

The current KPIs used by GGNet (see Appendix B) were also reviewed to check whether some of 
them could be included in the tool. From this assessment, the following KPIs were pre-selected: 

- Number of re-enrollments within six months: This indicator measures the number of 
patients that finished their treatment at the mental healthcare institution and re-entered 
the system within six months after they left. It is useful to take into account this indicator 
since it can give insights about the quality of the treatment of patients. A practitioner with a 
high percentage of these clients re-entering the institution might question him/herself about 
how is he/she treating the patients. Moreover, he/she can found out if a specific diagnoses 
accounts for a high proportion of these unsuccessfully treated patients. 
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- Number of drop-outs: Is the number of patients who decided to quit their treatment before 
it was finished. This is another KPI that offers information about quality of care. After 
analyzing the results of this indicator, conclusions like ‘patients with a specific diagnoses 
have higher chances to stop the treatment’ or ‘most of the patients quitting their treatment 
do it during winter’ can be drawn.  
 

- Average throughput time:  the average number of time units (e.g. days, weeks, months) that 
a patient stays within  a specific treatment. This indicator was found in all the analyzed 
sources about performance measurement in healthcare and it was concluded that is useful 
for managers as well as practitioners. 

Finally, after discussing further possibilities of KPIs with GGNet, we developed two additional ideas 
to measure practitioner’s performance: 

-  Average duration of activities: This indicator measures the average duration (in hours) of 
the activities performed treating patients. These results might give insights about which 
patients (which diagnosis) require a higher amount of time per activity performed. 
 

- Number of activities per patient: GGNet is very interested in this indicator because there is a 
high variation among practitioners about the amount of appointments (activities) scheduled 
with patients with the same diagnosis. GGNet would like to know the reasons behind these 
values and think that if a practitioner is able to analyze how she/he performs in this 
indicator, it can gives relevant insights about their methods of treating patients. For 
instance, if a psychologist who treats patients with sleeping disorders realizes that it takes 6 
appointments in average for her/his colleagues to treat a patient, while it takes 9 for 
her/him, she/he might want to look into detail why is this difference happening. 

It is worth noting that none of these two previous indicators were found in literature. However, we 
concluded that their potential in offering relevant performance information is high and therefore 
must be considered for inclusion in the final set of KPIs presented in the prototype.  

After this meeting, a new set of pre-selected KPIs has been defined. This list is now composed by 7 
performance indicators which are consider to offer a good overview of the performance of 
practitioners in mental healthcare. Similar to the analysis performed in section 4.1, this KPI’s list has 
to be assessed in terms of the possibility of calculation with the data obtained for this case study. 
The first two KPIs (no-show percentage and productivity) were already included in the first version of 
the tool thus their calculation has no problem. However, all three indicators derived from the ones 
used by GGNet during the last meeting (number of re-enrollments within six months, number of 
drop-outs and throughput time) are not possible to calculate with the available dataset since the link 
between activities and patients info is missing. This is an unfortunate situation since these indicators 
are being used by GGNet and were found in the literature too which means that their usefulness has 
been previously proven by researchers and practitioners. From the last two KPIs in the list which 
were developed during the meeting with the BI professional of GGNet (average duration of activities 
and number of activities per patient), only the first one can be calculated with the data. The last KPI 
cannot be calculated as it is currently defined, but if instead of calculating the average number of 
activities per patient, it is calculated per diagnosis, it can still yield good insights about which group 
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of patients (grouped by diagnoses) require more appointments than others. Hence, these last two 
indicators will be also included for the final version, which will then consist of four KPIs. Table 5 
summarizes the pre-selected indicators and which of them are included for the final version of the 
prototype.  

Indicator Source Possible to 
calculate? 

Included in 
final version 

No-show percentage First iteration Yes Yes 
Productivity First iteration Yes Yes 
Number of re-enrollments within six months Used by GGNet No No 
Number of drop-outs Used by GGNet No No 
Average throughput-time Used by GGNet No No 

Average duration of activities Derived from 
meeting with GGNet 

Yes  Yes 

Number of activities per patient Derived from 
meeting with GGNet 

Yes* Yes 

Table 5. Pre-selected KPIs for final version. 
*A variation from this KPI will be included in the final version, the indicator will be calculated per diagnosis and not per client due to 

feasibility of calculation. 

 
Practitioners’ personal information 
From the dataset obtained from GGNet, only information about the role (i.e. profession) performing 
an activity was available. This means, for each record (activity performed) in the dataset, only the 
profession of the practitioner who performed the activity is available but no information related to 
whom in particular. The mid-term evaluation of the prototype showed that this missing data is very 
important to provide valuable information to practitioners about how they do their job. 
Unfortunately, is not possible to obtain this information because it is directly linked with the 
personal data of patients and for privacy reasons cannot be distributed to third parties by the 
healthcare organization. Together with MagnaView, we decided to include randomly generated data 
from the original dataset about specific practitioners per profession. Hence, the new attribute 
‘employee’ was derived from the data in order to demonstrate how a practitioner can use a 
performance visualization tool to analyze their performance and to compare it with their colleagues 
and the targets of the company. This new attribute was included as another filter from which the 
practitioner can select her/his name to get the detailed information from the different KPIs about 
her/his performance.  

6.2 Application modifications 
The remaining finding of the mid-term evaluation about the appropriate type of graph to use for the 
tool as well as some other improvements to the views and user interface of the tool will be 
addressed in this section.  

Based on the results of the intermediate evaluation of the tool, only one graph is selected per type 
of view. Then for time series (‘historical’ and ‘benchmark’ views) only line charts are included, and 
for the ranking comparison (‘aggregated’ view) only bar charts. Hence, the buttons at the lower-right 
part of the view are not necessary anymore and are not available in the final version of the tool. 
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Additionally, other improvements regarding the use of space in the screen and colors are applied to 
the prototype in order to improve its visualization capabilities. Figures 17 and 18 shows screenshots 
of the final version of the tool. 

 
Figure 17. Screenshot of the historical view. Final version of the prototype. 

 

 
Figure 18. Screenshot of the 'per stoornis' view. Final version of the prototype. 

 
The improved features of the final version of the tool are enumerated below: 

- The main menu at the top-left of the screen changed to a ‘click-and-hide’ menu to make a 
better use of the space. Once the mouse is positioned over the button, the full menu will be 
displayed and it will hide automatically to allow the user to visualize the complete graph. 
 

- The size of the graph increased and now it occupies most of the space on the screen, 
emphasizing the importance of the graph compared with the other parts of the interface. 
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- The buttons for the selection of the type of view were kept in the same location. However, 
the name of the type of graph ‘aggregated’ was changed to ‘per stoornis’ (per disorder). For 
the KPI average time per activity, and additional type of view was included, namely, ‘per 
activity’ because it offers specific information about which activities take more time to 
perform than others. This type was only included for this indicator because is not a 
meaningful comparison for the other KPIs. 
 

- Figures 17 and 18 show how it is possible now to visualize the performance of the selected 
employee and to compare it with the average of their group of colleagues and to the target 
of the company (only available for the productivity indicator). 
 

After these improvements were implemented in the tool, a final version was ready to be presented 
at the final meeting with GGNet. The results of this presentation and the feedback and final 
comments from the employees of GGNet who were involved in the project are discussed in the next 
chapter, as well as the evaluation performed by additional healthcare practitioners who were asked 
to participate in this project. 
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7. VALIDATION 

This chapter describes the settings and methodology implemented to validate the results of the 
study conducted in this Master thesis. This step in the methodology includes an assessment of the 
tool made by two main groups of people, namely, employees from GGNet and an additional group of 
healthcare practitioners. Section 7.1 presents the general settings, results and findings of the 
assessment made by GGNet employees. Subsequently, section 7.2 presents the outcome of the 
validation performed by the additional set of participants. 

7.1 Validation by GGNet 
A fully operational tool was ready for the final presentation of the results at GGNet. The participants 
in this meeting were the director of the youth department, the director of the Information 
Management department and the Business Intelligence professional at GGNet, the CEO and the 
Project Leader of MagnaView, and the author. The director of the youth department and the BI 
professional were also present for the mid-term presentation, thus, they were already familiar with 
the prototype and the conclusions from the first meeting. During the presentation, the new features 
of the tool were presented explaining how the feedback from the previous meeting was used as 
input to develop a prototype which also includes the requirements set at the beginning of the 
project.  

From the GGNet employees who participated in this step, only Taco van Lent (manager of the youth 
department) is a healthcare practitioner. However, Arnaud Vaanholt (Information Manager) and 
Luuk Damkot (BI professional) have been involved in this project from the beginning and have a 
deep knowledge of mental healthcare processes and therefore their opinion and feedback was vital 
for the development of the tool. Furthermore, their IT knowledge in the healthcare domain brings 
relevant information for further improvement and future work.  

Methodology: 
After the presentation of the final version of the prototype, the three participants from GGNet were 
asked to evaluate the tool. For this purpose we developed a questionnaire consisting of closed and 
open questions about the structure of the information in the user interface, navigation, content and 
additional comments. The first part is composed by closed questions based on a likert scale from 1 
to 5, where 1 is “strongly disagree” and 5 is “strongly agree”. Additionally, there were three open 
questions used to summarize the  particular aspects that ‘like’ and ‘didn’t like’ to each participant. 
An example of the questionnaire can be found in Appendix G.   

The results based on the answers of the questionnaire are summarized in table 6. The open and 
closed questions were answered consistently by all participants.  
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Question 
Participant 

Total Average 
Taco Arnoud Luuk 

1 4 4 5 13 4.33 

2 5 4 4 13 4.33 

3 5 3 4 12 4.00 

4 4 4 4 12 4.00 

5 5 4 5 14 4.67 

6 5 4 4 13 4.33 

7 5 4 4 13 4.33 

8 4 4 3 11 3.67 

9 5 4 3 12 4.00 

10 5 4 4 13 4.33 

11 5 5 5 15 5.00 

12 5 5 4 14 4.67 

13 5 5 4 14 4.67 

14 5 4 4 13 4.33 

15 4 4 4 12 4.00 
Table 6. Results of the closed questions by GGNet. 

Findings 
The results of the validation step are satisfactory. With an average score for the closed questions of 
4.31, it can be inferred that according to the participants from GGNet, this is a suitable tool for 
practitioners to visualize their performance information, and that the information presented in the 
screen is useful to get insights about how are they working and what can they do to improve. The 
partial score for the ‘structure and navigation’ part of the questionnaire is 4.21 while the score for 
the second part (‘content’) is 4.43. The question with the lowest score is #8 (The space in the screen 
is appropriately used?). This aspect of the tool also originated some comments in the open 
questions, which indicates that is an issue that could be improved.  

The answers to the open questions can be summarized in the following findings: 

- The tool is quick, easy to use and the graphs are nice. The amount of information is limited 
which is good because practitioners won’t spend a lot of time using the tool. 

- The use of the filters allow the practitioner to zoom into the information that he/she needs. 
- The content is very good for practitioners because is about the work done by them and not 

about numbers that are not of interest for them. 
- The results of the indicators are useful to know in which area a person performs good and in 

which areas not. 
- The font size should be bigger, is not very easy to read some of the legends. 
- The space could be used in a better way 
- Some other indicators can be included, or perhaps the indicators can be different for 

different hospitals/institutions. 
- The tool needs to be tested with a bigger sample size. 
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7.2 Validation by additional practitioners 
In order to gather more information about the quality and suitability of the tool, additional 
practitioners from the healthcare domain were asked to participate in the validation. The interviews 
with the practitioners outside of GGNet started with a short presentation of the project, the 
objectives for developing a performance visualization tool designed for practitioners, followed by a 
thorough demonstration of the different characteristics of the prototype and how it can be used to 
obtain useful information about the performance of healthcare professionals. The same dataset 
obtained from GGNet was used to show the prototype to the additional interviewees, this was done 
in order to present an operational tool where they can navigate through the different views and use 
the filters at their will. 

A total of 6 additional people were asked to participate in the validation step of this project, they are 
practitioners working in different roles in the healthcare domain. Table 7 presents an overview of 
the additional participants in the validation step apart from GGNet employees. 

 

Name  Profession Function 
Silvia Dominguez Doctor Doctor at "Hospital La Ribera" - Valencia, Spain 
Fabio Vergara Doctor Surgeon at "Hospital La Fe" - Valencia, Spain 
Anastasia Celedon Psychologist Social Psychologist 
Harold Angulo Psychologist Clinical Psychology Professor 
Ida Smailbegovic Doctor Last year Medicine student at University of Maastricht 
Julia Larsen Doctor Last year Medicine student at University of Maastricht 

Table 7. Overview of the additional participants in the validation 

 
From these participants, Silvia Dominguez and Fabio Vergara are both doctors with more than 7 
years of experience as healthcare practitioners. Anastasia Celedon is a psychologist who just 
graduated from a master in  Social Psychology and has 5 years of experience in social projects. 
Harold Angulo is also a psychologist with a master in Clinical Psychology and is currently a professor 
of clinical psychology. Ida Smailbegovic and Julia Larsen are medicine students from the university of 
Maastricht and are currently finished with their studies and awaiting for graduation. During their 
studies they’ve worked in different hospitals in the south of Netherlands and have therefore 
experience working in healthcare organizations.   

Methodology: 
Additional to the questionnaire used in the validation with the employees of GGNet (see section 
7.1), we included a user test of the tool for the additional participants. This practical test was not 
answered by the employees of GGNet due to time constraints.  

For this test, the participants were asked to answer two specific questions using the prototype. After 
the explanation about the parts, functions and different views, the participants used the tool to 
answer the two following questions: 

1. You are the employee “Psycholoog 1” working for circuit “Kinder & Jeugd”, you want to 
know if the average duration of the activities performed by you is higher or lower than your 
group of colleagues in the period “7-2011”? 
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2. You are the employee “Psychiater 2” working for circuit “Kinder & Jeugd”, you want to know 
what is your overall productivity score treating patients with “Stemmingstoornissen”? Is it 
lower or higher than your group of colleagues? 

From the 6 participants who took the practical test, 5 were able to find the correct answers using the 
tool. The other participant was partially able to find it since only answered correctly one of the two 
questions. One issue that might affected the performance of the participant was the limited 
knowledge of English and absolutely no previous knowledge of the Dutch language. Taking into 
account that all the data, filters and most of the options in the screen are in Dutch, this factor could 
have impeded the participant to find the correct response. The results of the closed questions 
included in the questionnaire are summarized in table 8.  

Question 
Participant 

Total Average 
Silvia Fabio Anast Harold Ida Julia 

1 5 5 4 4 4 5 27 4.50 

2 4 4 4 5 4 5 26 4.33 

3 5 4 3 4 4 4 24 4.00 

4 5 4 4 5 4 4 26 4.33 

5 5 4 3 5 4 4 25 4.17 

6 4 4 4 4 5 4 25 4.17 

7 5 5 4 5 5 4 28 4.67 

8 4 5 3 3 4 4 23 3.83 

9 5 4 4 4 4 5 26 4.33 

10 5 5 4 5 4 5 28 4.67 

11 5 5 4 5 5 5 29 4.83 

12 5 5 5 5 4 5 29 4.83 

13 5 5 5 5 5 5 30 5.00 

14 5 5 4 5 4 4 27 4.50 

15 5 5 4 5 4 5 28 4.67 
Table 8. Results of the closed questions answered by the additional participants. 

This results are also satisfactory, showing that indeed the additional participants agree about the 
usefulness of this too for the display of performance information. The average score for the closed 
questions was 4.46. The answers to the open questions also provided additional comments about 
the tool such as: 

- This is very nice, usually this type of tools are for managers and its very good if practitioners 
can access to this information directly and not by reports or evaluations given by their 
superiors. 

- The font size should be bigger, specially the buttons and in the graphs. 
- Additional buttons in the top-right corner like ‘export to pdf’ or ‘email this information’ 

could be a good idea. 

The overall evaluation of the tool and its capabilities is good. The idea of having a tool to visualize 
personal performance information was well received by all of the participants in this evaluation, and 
also that this prototype gives them the possibility to do it in an easy, fast and intuitive way. 
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The sample size is relatively small (only 9 participants) but can give important insights about the 
tool’s capabilities and features. Although the dataset belongs to the mental healthcare domain, the 
idea is that a tool to visualize performance information such as the one developed with this project,  
can be implemented not only in mental healthcare but healthcare in general. Therefore, validating 
the results with practitioners in different areas help us achieve this goal. 
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8. CONCLUSION 

This last chapter summarizes the solutions found to the problem definition presented in subsection 
1.2, analyzing each research question as well as the limitations affecting the development of this 
project and future research in this area.  

Throughout this report the problem of how to visualize performance information for healthcare 
practitioners has been addressed following a methodology from the Business Intelligence industry 
and using a prototype of a process analysis tool (PAS tool) developed by MagnaView. Furthermore, a 
practical case from the healthcare domain was possible using a dataset from the mental healthcare 
company GGNet. After two iterations, where the prototype of the tool was presented to both 
companies, the feedback from the intermediate evaluation was used to improve the tool and finally 
it was evaluated by GGNet and additional practitioners from different fields within healthcare.  

This report aims to answer a main research question which was divided in three sub-questions that 
were addressed individually and are presented below.   

1. What visualization media (e.g. line graphs, bar charts, treemaps) are better to gain process 
performance insight in healthcare? 
 
Based on the type of views offered with the tool, namely, ‘aggregated’, ‘historical’ and 
‘benchmark’, the first sub-question can be summarized in three key findings: 

a. For time series, line charts or column charts can be used. What is very important is 
that only one of them is used in all views containing time series. This will help the 
final user associating all views using line or column charts as time series easily.  

b. What is not a time series should use a different graph. If other type of view is used 
together with time series, they must use different visual representations. Bar charts 
are a good alternative because it arranges the information vertically, opposite to 
horizontal lines or charts. This helps the user to understand that what she/he is 
visualizing is not a time series but a different type of analysis. 

c. More complex graphs/charts where more than 2 quantitative variables can be 
shown (e.g. treemaps or bubble charts) are not recommended when only one 
quantitative variable needs to be displayed. This is because they offer a richer 
representation but at the same time they are more complex to understand.  

 

2. How should performance information be organized/structured in the user interface of a 
visualization tool to facilitate the process of acquiring relevant information? 
 
For this question one key finding is related to the simplicity of the user interface. Healthcare 
practitioners won’t spend a lot of time analyzing their performance results with a 
visualization tool. Therefore, with just a few clicks they should be able to reach the 
information that they want to see. Additionally, the content should also be kept to a 
minimum and only a few KPIs must be included.  
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Additional aspects to consider are the adequate use of space in the screen and to keep all 
the information available in the same window, without requiring to scroll or change the 
window/tab. 
 

 
Figure 19. Screenshot of the historical view. Productivity indicator. 

Figure 19 shows a screenshot of the user interface of the final version of the prototype. Here the 
main findings regarding the second sub-question can be analyzed. First of all, the user can easily 
get the required information with only a few clicks. Only with clicking on the top-left menu the 
user can see the results of the selected KPI (in this case ‘Productivity’). A second click is required 
to select the type of view, in the top-right of the graph (for this example ‘Historical’). Finally, 
refining the information is possible using the four filters available at the right of the screen. 
Regarding the use of space, most of the space in the screen is devoted to the graph which is the 
most important part of the interface because here is where the user can see the results she/he 
wants to analyze. Last but not least, the use of buttons to change among the indicators and/or 
views keeps the displayed information in the same screen, and the user doesn’t need to navigate 
to a different window or tab, avoiding a flow disruption of the users’ interaction with the tool. 

3. Do healthcare practitioners indeed gain valuable insights from this visualization media and 
the way that the information is organized/structured in the different views? 
 
The results of this project showed that healthcare practitioners can indeed get important 
insights about their performance or the way they work with a performance visualization 
tool. The last questions in the second part of the questionnaire, were about if indeed the 
information presented with the tool help them to gain insight about how they are 
performing, how is this performance compared with the target of the company and to their 
group of colleagues. Additionally, the participants were asked if with this information they 
can take actions to improve their performance. The average grade of these questions was 
4.69/5.00, which confirms that the tool offers enough information and functionality to know 
how to improve healthcare professionals performance. 
  

At the beginning of this project, some aspects in the performance visualization area, like the 
preselected KPIs, were given for granted and during the development of the study, turned out to be 
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highly relevant for the performance analysis. During the requirements definition, it was decided to 
select a subset of KPIs performing a cross-check between the indicators used by GGNet and the ones 
found in literature. However, what was not taken into account is that both GGNet and the literature 
related to performance analysis in healthcare, focus the selection of KPIs for end users located in 
managerial positions and not the practitioners. Thus, these KPIs don’t necessarily offer the same 
insight to employees located in different hierarchical levels. Since the type of decisions (i.e. strategic, 
tactical, operational) differ depending on the managerial level, so does the metric or indicator used 
to measure the performance. Therefore, a tool designed to display performance information for 
healthcare professionals, require a set of KPIs that can offer adequate information to practitioners 
about the way they work and how does this affect the overall performance of the organization.  

Hence, after the three sub-questions have been addressed, the main research question can be 
answered. In other to provide healthcare professionals with a meaningful display of their 
performance, five main aspects should be carefully analyzed.  

- The graphs selected for the different views must offer an adequate visualization of the 
information, analyzing which type of views are used and then choosing appropriate visual 
representation for each of them. The visual representation to choose will depend on the 
amount of variables being displayed, what is the information that needs to be presented and 
how can these visual representations be combined in order to provide a quick and 
meaningful message to the end user. 

- A suitable set of KPIs is required to enable the end users to acquire relevant insights about 
their work. The KPIs should be analyzed from the end user point of view and select a small 
group of indicators that can offer meaningful insights to practitioners about how they treat 
patients. 

- The attributes used to display and to filter the information should also be carefully selected. 
Since the activities performed in the treatment of patients depend primarily on the diagnosis 
of the patient and the profession of the practitioner responsible for the activity, these are 
important attributes to use for the display of performance information. The profession of 
the practitioner (i.e. psychologist, nurse, nutritionist) is a key attribute to use as a filter 
whereas the diagnosis of the patient is a rich source of information for the practitioner to 
analyze her/his performance among the different patients. 

- The tool should allow the practitioner to  visualize her/his performance and how is this 
compared with their group of colleagues and the targets of the company. 

- Finally, the user interface needs to provide the user with an uncomplicated navigation 
through the different views available, keeping the information displayed in the same screen 
without requiring to switch to a different window/tab or to scroll up or down.  
 

Limitations 
There are several factors that affected the development of this project and prevented the author to 
find a better solution to the problem of visualizing performance information to healthcare 
professionals. The first limitation is related to the quality of the dataset used as a case study. For 
privacy reasons, the data acquired from GGNet didn’t contain personal information of the patients 
and therefore some relevant data for several of the performance indicators was not available and 
these were not possible to calculate. Although after the intermediate presentation of the tool, 
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several indicators were selected as relevant for practitioners and thus required to be included in the 
final version of the tool, only the indicators that could be calculated were finally included. Some 
important indicators like ‘throughput time’ or ‘number of drop-outs’ which can give important 
insights to practitioners were unfortunately not included.  

Another limitation related to the quality of the data set was about the personal information of the 
practitioners. After the mid-term presentation at GGNet, it was found that individual performance 
information of each practitioner should be included in the analysis to offer professional with 
relevant insights of their work. However, this information was not in the dataset and in order to  
included it we used random generated data. 

The third limitation is linked to the available time for this master project. An exploratory approach 
was chosen for the improvement of the tool where two versions of the prototype were developed 
during the lifetime of the project. Prototyping requires an investment of time and effort (Pretorius & 
van Wijk, 2009) and an additional iteration of the methodology could have yielded better results 
from the ones obtained but due to time constraints and availability, it was not feasible. Finally, the 
generalizability of the results are also limited to the fact that, although the participants in the 
validation stage are from different areas in healthcare, the dataset used to evaluate the prototype 
was only from the mental healthcare domain. The evaluation showed that they were satisfied with 
the results, but better feedback or comments from them could have been possible if a dataset from 
their discipline would have been used.  

Taking into account these limitations, we can conclude that the problem defined at the beginning of 
this project has been partially solved. Five important aspects were identified to be relevant for the 
design of a performance visualization tool for healthcare practitioners. In order to completely bridge 
this gap between practitioners in the healthcare domain and a visualization tool designed for them, 
a more extensive validation is required. Another case study within the healthcare industry is advised 
where the tool can be presented to a wider group of practitioners. Furthermore, to improve the 
generalizability of the tool in for the healthcare industry, a case study in an institution from a 
different branch in the healthcare domain (e.g. medicine, dentistry) can offer a different point of 
view with interesting findings to improve the way performance information is presented to 
practitioners. Resulting in practitioners with better insights about their performance and therefore, 
higher probability of better and faster treatment of patients.     

Future work 
Just as the evaluation of the tool was divided by different aspects like the graphs used, the user 
interface and content of the tool; the same aspects are used here to give ideas of possible directions 
of future research in this field. 

Graphs and Views: 
Only a couple of graphs/charts were tested with the prototype of the PAS tool. Although the 
selection of these graphs was based on the experience of MagnaView and the literature, different 
possibilities can also be analyzed. Additionally, different type of views, displaying different 
comparisons like ‘part to whole’, or more statistical analysis such as correlation, could yield 
interesting results.  
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Another aspect to consider for the visual enhancement of the different views is the use of color. 
During the meetings with GGNet, some ideas about the use of color to associate specific diagnosis 
with colors in the graphs were proposed. If the most important diagnosis are selected, and a specific 
color is assigned to each of them and this is used consistently in all the views included in the tool, 
this can help the end user to easily associate the color with the diagnosis and make it easier and 
quicker to analyze the information presented with the tool. It is important that only a few diagnoses 
(up to 4 or 5) are selected because if this number is bigger, the user might have problems associating 
all the colors to the values of the attribute (e.g. diagnosis). In (Kosslyn, 2006) and (Wong, 2010), 
several guidelines about the use of colors for graphs are provided, analyzing different aspects of 
color like hue, saturation and intensity, and how an appropriate use of color can help the designer to 
communicate the message more effectively. 

User interface 
Practitioners in healthcare mostly use computers and information technology to check the patients’ 
clinical history and clinical guidelines if available. Another idea developed during this project was to 
analyze the possibility to link performance information to these data. Then, when the practitioner 
access the information of the patient, the past information about his performance treating patients 
with similar diagnosis is also displayed, and he/she can use it to take actions during the treatment of 
a patient. For instance, a practitioner treating a patient with sleeping disorders will have available in 
the same screen of the patients’ file, the amount of appointments already scheduled with this 
patient and the amount of appointments that it takes in average for her/him, or for her/his group of 
colleagues, as well as the target of the company. Therefore she/he will be able to compare it using 
up-to-date information and take actions if necessary. Thus, an analysis of how to include these data 
on the same screen as the patient’s file or the clinical guidelines related to the same treatment is 
another possibility of further research.  

Content/Analysis 
It was difficult to find literature related to performance visualization for healthcare professionals, 
and the suitability of performance indicators for their hierarchical level. However, it was found that 
not all the KPIs used to measure managerial information offer the same insights to practitioners. 
Furthermore, new ideas of indicators were analyzed (e.g. number of appointments per client) but 
unfortunately were not possible to test since the data required to calculate them was missing from 
the dataset. Therefore, further research in this area is open to find better solutions about which 
indicators can be offered to practitioners in order to provide them with valuable insights about their 
performance. 
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APPENDIX 
 

Appendix A. 
 
The following table contains the complete set of attributes included in the BI target database and 
their description. 
 

Attribute Description 

Activiteit ID Unique identification of the activity, this number in unique 
per DBC-code 

Activiteit datum Date when the activity took place 
Beroep code Unique identification of the role which performed the activity 
Zorgtype ID Unique identification of the type of care 
Zorgtraject ID Unique identification of the care path 

Zorgtraject diagnose ID Primary diagnosis code of the patient for the specific care 
path 

Zorgtraject startdatum Starting date of the 'zorgtraject' 
Zorgtraject einddatum End date of the 'zorgtraject' 
Circuit ID Unique identification of the Circuit (Type of client) 
DBC ID Unique identification of the DBC-code 
DBC startdatum Starting date of the 'DBC-code' 
DBC einddatum End date of the 'DBC-code' 
Indirect patientgebonden tijd 
- reistijd Indirect time spent travelling to the patient's location 

Indirect patientgebonden tijd 
- algemeen Indirect time associated with the treatment of a patient 

Direct tijd Direct contact time with a patient 

SomVan aantal in dagen Amount of days spent in the clinic by the patient (Only for 
'Verblif' in the attribute 'activity soort') 

Aantal in uren Amount of hours of treatment for a patient (Only for 
'Dagbesteding' in the attribute 'activity soort') 
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Appendix B 
The following table presents the comparison between the KPIs used by GGNet and the KPIs found in 
literature. For the KPIs found in literature, three main sources were used and are listed according to 
the order presented in section 5.3: 

1. Baars & Evers, 2010. Peformance measurement in mental healthcare: present situation and 
future posibilities. 

2. van der Bij & Vissers, 1999. Monitoring healthcare processes: a framework for performance 
indicators. 

3. Rasmussen, Chen, & Bansal, 2009. Business dashboards, a visual catalog for design and 
deployment. 

GGNet Indicators Indicators in literature 1 2 3 Possible 
calculate 

Number of billable days Billable hours     X X 

Number of authorized DBCs   
  

  X 

Average throughput time per DBC Average throughput time X X X   

Registration waiting time Time of making apointment and visit 
 

X X   

Number of clients in treatment Number of clients in treatment X 
 

    

Number of new enrollments  Number of new enrollments  X 
 

X X 

Number of re-enrollments Readmission rates 
 

X X   

Number of re-enrollments within six months   
  

    

Number of de-registrations   
  

    

Average runtime of registrations   
  

    

Number of dropouts Number of dropouts X 
 

X   

Number of no-shows Number of no-shows X 
 

  X 

No-show percentage No-show percentage X X   X 

Average number of clinical stays (in days) Average length of stay X 
 

X X 

Contract FTEs (without inters) Number of professionals X 
 

X   

Compensation FTEs (without interns) Total compensation per FTE 
  

X   

Absence due to sickness and/or pregnancy Absenteeism 
 

X X   

Cumulative absence (sickness and pregnancy)   
  

    

Productivity Productivity X X X X 

  Number of consultations per client X 
 

    

  Utilization of capacity X X     

  Patient satisfaction 
 

X X   

  Proportion of clients w follow-up X 
 

    

  Number of medication erros X 
 

X   

  Numbers on suicide X 
 

    

  Waiting list statistics X 
 

    

  Discharge process time 
  

X   

  FTE per occupied bed 
  

X   

  Patient/staff ratios     X   
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Appendix C 
 

Interview with Director of the Youth Department at GGNet 

PART 1: Structured 

1. How often do you access the BI tool? 

I don’t do it directly, it takes too much time to access the data. I get the data from a controller who 
access it and send it to me.  

2. Which is the main use of the tool in your case? (Get reports, explore the data, export data to 
excel)? 

Mainly reports or print-outs of the information I need to see about the performance of practitioners 
of the Youth department and the patients. 

3. What are the advantages/positive things that you see in your BI tool? 

The main advantage is that the information is available, then if its required, we can access the tool 
and get it. Availability is very important because at any time, info can be obtained. 

4. What are the disadvantages/negative things that you see in your BI tool? 

It takes too much time, it could be faster. Now, if I want to access it, I have to select several fields of 
information, such as company, center, department, year, month, etc. Afterwards, I have to wait until 
the report is generated and if I want to zoom in specific information I have to wait more.  

5. How is the information arranged in your current BI tool? How is this information presented to 
you? 

I can get reports about each indicator, then with the average values for the previous 12 months. 

 If it’s necessary, a trend overview is also available, showing the values per month (for the previous 
year). If I want to zoom in about a practitioner it is also possible, showing the results per type of 
activity performed. 

 

PART 2: Unstructured 

6. Is there any other information that you would like to have/see in a tool designed for 
practitioners? 

The main idea that should be taken into account is the uniqueness of the activities performed by 
practitioners for the different diagnoses.  

If you take any indicator that you like to show, you cannot compare what the different practitioners 
do. For instance, if you show the productivity indicator it is meaningless that you say that in average 
a nurse performs better than a psychiatrist for an specific diagnoses, because the activities of a 
nurse treating a specific patient, are different from the activities performed by a psychiatrist for the 
same patient. 
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Furthermore, practitioners are arranged by departments, then a psychologist treating elderly 
people, always treats elderly people and not kids or teenagers. Then, this segmentation should also 
be taken into account. 

Another aspect to consider is the different treatments, depending on the diagnosis. Even if you 
consider the practitioners from the same profession, the activities performed vary depending on the 
diagnosis of the patient. Currently it is not possible to see this information, the information is 
aggregated per department or you can select an specific employee, but the possibility to analyze this 
information per diagnosis is not available. Furthermore, the BI tool is currently available only for 
directors and managers and not for practitioners. 

 

7. How would you like this information to be arranged? 

Trend overview is always important, here you can analyze how the values change during the year 
and then you can easily spot trends in the data.  

If the information can be analyzed per diagnosis as explained before, it would be helpful to compare 
some of them. For instance, the possibility to analyze how a person or a group perform for the most 
important or frequent diagnoses separately. If perhaps this can be done also as a trend overview it 
will be better.  
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Appendix D 
 

Type Name Description Relationship Example 

Line graphs 

Line graph Displays trends over 
time or categories 

Time series 
Deviation 
Distribution 

 
Stacked line 
graph 

Displays the trend of 
the contribution of 
each value over time 
or categories 

Time series 
Deviation 
Distribution 

 

Area graphs 

Area graph Displays trends over 
time or categories 

Time series 
Distribution 

 
Stacked area 
graph 

Displays the trend of 
the contribution of 
each value over time 
or categories 

Time series 
Distribution 

 
100% stacked 
area graph 

Displays the trend of 
the percentage each 
value contributes 
over time or 
categories 

Time series 
Distribution 
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Type Name Description Relationship Example 

Bar graphs 

Bar graph Compares values 
across categories 

Nominal c. 
Ranking 
Distribution 

 
Stacked bar 
graph 

Compares the 
contribution of each 
value to a total 
across categories 

Nominal c. 
Ranking 
Distribution 
Part-to-
whole 

 

Column graphs 

Column graph Compares values 
across categories 

Nominal c. 
Ranking 
Time series 
Deviation 
Part-to-
whole 

 
Stacked 
column     
graph 

Compares the 
contribution of each 
value to a total 
across categories 

Nominal c. 
Time series 
Deviation 
Part-to-
whole 

 
100% stacked 
column graph 

Compares the 
percentage each 
value contributes to 
a value across 
categories 

Nominal c. 
Time series 
Deviation 
Part-to-
whole 
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Type Name Description Relationship Example 

Other graphs 

Radar graph Displays data in the 
form of a 2-D chart 
of quantitative 
variables 
represented in axis 
starting from the 
same point 

Nominal c. 
 

 
Bullet graph Designed to display a 

key measure, along 
with a comparative 
measure and 
qualitative ranges. 

Nominal c. 
 

 
Pie chart Display the 

contribution of each 
value to a total 

Part-to-
whole 

 
Bubble chart Compares three sets 

of values; similar to a 
Line Chart, but with 
a third value 
displayed as the size 
of the bubble 
marker. 

Nominal c. 
Ranking 
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Type Name Description Relationship Example 

Plots 

Box plot Display the 
distribution of value 
sets across the entire 
range 

Distribution 

 
Scatter plot Displays whether or 

not, in what 
direction (+/-) and to 
what degree two 
paired sets of 
quantitative values 
are correlated 

Correlation 

 

Maps 

Tree map Used to display large 
sets of hierarchically 
or categorically 
structure data 

Nominal c. 
Ranking 
 

 
Spatial maps Used to associate 

data(categorical or 
quantitative) with 
physical space. 

Nominal c. 
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Type Name Description Relationship Example 

Gauges Gauge Used to display a 
single value 

No 
relationship 

 

Icons 

Alert icon Useful to draw 
attention to 
particular 
information. 

No 
relationship 

 
Up/down icon Simple message that 

a measure has gone 
up or down 

Nominal c. 

 
On/off icon Used as flags to 

identify some items 
as different from 
others 

Nominal c. 
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Appendix E 
 

The following screenshots belong to the indicator ‘no-show’ and they are divided in three different 
type of views, namely, ‘aggregated’, ‘historical’ and  ‘benchmark’. 
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Appendix F 
 

Evaluation of graphs 

Individual results for each view: 

  Interviewee 1 Interviewee 2 
Patients arrival     
Aggregated-Bar chart 5 4 
Aggregated-Column chart 4 4 
Aggregated-Treemap 1 1 
Historical-Line chart 5 4 
Historical-Column chart 4 4 
Benchmark-Line chart 4 4 
Benchmark-Column chart 3 5 
Productivity     
Aggregated-Bar chart 5 5 
Aggregated-Column chart 4 3 
Aggregated-Treemap 2 1 
Historical-Line chart 5 5 
Historical-Column chart 3 3 
Benchmark-Line chart 4 4 
Benchmark-Column chart 4 3 
No show     
Aggregated-Bar chart 5 5 
Aggregated-Column chart 3 3 
Aggregated-Treemap 1 1 
Historical-Line chart 5 4 
Historical-Column chart 4 4 
Benchmark-Line chart 3 4 
Benchmark-Column chart 4 4 

 

Average results per type of view: 

Type of view Type of graph Result 

Aggregated: 
Bar chart 4.8 
Column chart 3.5 
Treemap 1.2 

Historical Line 4.6 
Column chart 3.5 

Benchmark 
Line 3.8 
Column chart 3.8 
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Appendix G 
 

Practical test 

In this section you will try to answer two questions about specific values regarding your performance 
as a healthcare practitioner using the PAS tool. 

3. You are the employee “Psycholoog 1” working for circuit “Kinder & Jeugd”, you want to 
know if the average duration of the activities performed by you is higher or lower than your 
group in the period “7-2011”? 
 
___________________________ 
 
 

4. You are the employee “Psychiater 2” working for circuit “Kinder & Jeugd”, you want to know 
what is your overall productivity score treating patients with “Stemmingstoornissen”? Is it 
lower or higher than your group of colleagues? 
 
___________________________ 

Questionnaire 

With respect to the prototype of the PAS (Process Analysis Suite) tool previously presented, please 
indicate from 1 to 5, the extent to which you agree or disagree with the following statements, where 
1 is “strongly disagree” and 5 is “strongly agree”:  

1. Strongly disagree 
2. Disagree 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Agree 
5. Strongly agree 

Structure and navigation 

1.This software is easy to use.  1  2  3  4  5  

2.I am in control of the contents of the main 
menu 

1  2  3  4  5  

3.Navigating through the views is easy to do. 1  2  3  4  5  

4.The different parts of the screen (menu, view, 
filters) are appropriately structured. 

1  2  3  4  5  

5.Finding the information that I want is easy. 1  2  3  4  5  

6.The buttons at the top right of the view               1  2  3  4  5  
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(e.g. “historie”, “per stoornis”) are intuitive.  

7.The filters allow me to zoom into the 
information that I want to find with the tool. 

1  2  3  4  5  

8.The space in the screen is appropriately used. 1  2  3  4  5  

 

Content 

9.The contents of the menus and the toolbars 
match my needs.  

1  2  3  4  5  

10.The indicators are appropriate for the kind of 
information that a practitioner needs to know. 

1  2  3  4  5  

11.The information displayed with the tool allows 
me to compare my performance results with my 
group of colleagues. 

1  2  3  4  5  

12.For every indicator, I am able to find out in 
which specific diagnosis I perform better/worse 
than my colleagues. 

1  2  3  4  5  

13.For the “productivity” indicator, I am able to 
compare my performance with my group of 
colleagues as well as with the target set by the 
company. 

1  2  3  4  5  

14.The information obtained with the tool is 
useful for me. 

1  2  3  4  5  

15.With the information displayed with the PAS 
tool, I can take actions to improve my 
performance. 

1  2  3  4  5  

 

What particular aspect(s) of MagnaView PAS did you like? 

 

What particular aspect(s) of MagnaView PAS did you dislike? 

 

Do you have any general comments about the tool and its functionality? 
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